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Physical therapy is an effective treatment for post-stroke patients to recover
their walking functions. In recent years, significant efforts have been made by
researchers to develop robotic devices for gait rehabilitation and assistance of
stroke patients. However, current commercial systems are typically bulky, costly
and limited in functions. They are available only in large hospitals for acute pa-
tients. To encourage the patients to continue their rehabilitation process and also
enable them to perform independent walking on a daily basis, it is desirable to have
home-based assistive device for each of them. Hence, this research work aims to
introduce a low-cost, lightweight and wearable assistive device for lower extremity
rehabilitation and assistance. Three robust and intuitive control algorithms have
also been developed for home-based gait rehabilitation and assistance.
For the hardware development, a compact harmonic drive actuator was cus-
tomized based on torque and power requirements of the hip and knee joints. To
improve back-drivability of this actuator, a friction compensation algorithm was
developed and it could compensate most of the internal frictions. Based on this
actuator, a wearable lower extremity assistive device controlled by a real-time
controller was designed. Then, three robust and intuitive control algorithms for
gait rehabilitation and assistance were explored. They are called “Function Ap-
proximation Technique (FAT) based adaptive gait trajectory tracking control”,
“functional task-based impedance control based on virtual gait period sequence”
and “functional task-based gait assistance control based on Finite State Machine
(FSM) gait detection”.
The FAT adaptive gait trajectory tracking control algorithm was proposed for
passive gait training of the stroke patients in the early rehabilitation phase. This
algorithm is able to cater to the variability of the wearer’s dynamic models. This
viii
algorithm was verified being able to provide good tracking performance of the
hip and knee joint trajectories, both in simulation and physical implementation.
With the trajectory tracking approach, the subjects cannot actively modify their
leg’s movements. For those patients with some voluntary motor control capabil-
ities, it would limit the possibility of motor learning and may also result in dis-
comfort during usage. To address this shortcoming, the “functional task-based
impedance control based on virtual gait period sequence” algorithm was devel-
oped. It could provide more compliant assistance with various assistance levels.
It also enables active participation of the subjects to promote motor learning.
Besides the gait training, in order to enable the device to be used for daily
gait assistance as well, the “functional task-based gait assistance control based
on Finite State Machine (FSM) gait detection” algorithm was developed. This
algorithm utilizes a FSM-based gait period detector to estimate current gait period
of the user among six major periods. Furthermore, an impedance-based controller
is used to produce functional gait assistance at hip and the knee joint in each
detected gait period. In this approach, the user can actively trigger the walking
assistance only using the ‘affected’ limb. Preliminary experimental results with
healthy participants show that it can effectively provide smooth gait assistance and
help to achieve normal gait patterns. Moreover, heart rate results show evidence
that the device could help to reduce human physical efforts if the weight of the
device can be reduced further. The above results show its potential for use in
daily gait assistance outside hospital environment.
In summary, the main contribution of this thesis is the development of a low-
cost, lightweight and wearable lower extremity assistive device. The three control
algorithms for the device have been realized intended for different stages of the
recovery for a stroke patient. The algorithms were fully tested on healthy subjects
to verify their performance.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
In Europe and the USA, strokes are the third most frequent cause of death
and the leading cause of permanent disability [1]. Post-stroke neurological im-
pairments frequently result in hemiparesis or partial paralysis of one side of the
human body. This can affect a patient’s capability to carry out certain daily liv-
ing activities like eating, standing, sitting and walking. As a result, it is vital
and essential to embrace a specific rehabilitation therapy and training to help the
post-stroke patient develop functional mobility and regain their living indepen-
dence.
Gait restoration through gait rehabilitation training therapies is one of the ma-
jor concerns of neurological rehabilitation to enable the stroke patient to improve
their motor functions and regain their ability to walk. The conventional manually
assisted treadmill gait training with a body weight support system, as a regular
gait training therapy for many years, has proved successful among stroke patients
in improving lower limb motor functions and gait [2–4], especially for the patients
who have moderate walking deficits. This form of therapy, however, has several
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major limitations as well. The training is a highly repetitive, labor-intensive task
that often necessitates up to three therapists to manually stabilize the torso and
assist the legs of a patient to perform gait training. This imposes significant mus-
cle fatigue and back pain to the therapists. As a result, each training session is
typically limited to 20-30 minutes, which limits the training intensity, duration
and frequency of these therapies to the patients. Additionally, the repeatability
of the therapy is poor, as the quality of training differs significantly among thera-
pists. Additionally, the process of training cannot be recorded for supplementary
qualitative assessment.
Over the years, researchers have carried out considerable research into the de-
velopment of robotic-assisted gait training devices [5–11] to overcome the short-
comings of conventional manually assisted treadmill gait training. These novel
devices are principally designed to actuate on the hip, knee and ankle joints or
all of these joints using an exoskeleton-based structure. Nonetheless, the current
commercialized robotic systems are bulky, stationary, expensive, and limited in
functions. They can only be found in large capacity hospitals for acute patients.
Once the patients are discharged, equipment access becomes significantly limited
for them. To encourage the patients to continue with the rehabilitation process
after they are discharged from hospitals, it is desirable to have a home-based reha-
bilitation system for each of them. Hence, a low-cost, lightweight and wearable
assistive device for home-based lower extremity rehabilitative gait training can be
developed such that more stroke patients can afford and benefit from it.
Additionally, stroke patients often suffer from muscle weakness [12, 13] and
impaired gait disorders [14] in their daily walking tasks even after the gait re-
habilitation training. The majority of the stroke patients still need to rely on
motorized wheelchairs for their daily motion guidance or mobility. However, the
lack of limb exercise might cause further damage to their rehabilitation progress
2
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and lower limbs as it might reduce their muscle capacity and can even result in
paralysis. Therefore, it is critical that patients can walk on their own as healthy
persons do on a daily basis, and this is important for maintaining their physical
and mental health. The lightweight and wearable nature of the lower extremity
assistive device gives it the ability to be used as a standalone device, thus helping
stroke patients in walking and other tasks.
In addition to the lightweight, low-cost and wearable nature of the assistive
device, elaboration of proper control strategies for this device is critical for ef-
fective gait rehabilitation and assistance. The way to improve motor adaptation
and learning using proper control strategies is an additional open setback in this
field. This is mainly because different control strategies are required in different
rehabilitation stages of stroke as well as for the different severity levels of stroke
patients.
The initial robotic assistive devices were predominantly passively position con-
trolled to achieve passive gait training. The devices simply moved the patient
through a predetermined and fixed gait pattern. As a result, the patients could
not actively adjust the movement of their legs during the training process. Such
a control strategy was only applicable in the early rehabilitation stage for acute
stroke patients because their muscles were too weak to exert any force. If the pa-
tients have already regained some motor functions, the robotic assistive device and
its inadequacy in cycle-to-cycle variation in sensorimotor and kinematic feedback
would limit the possibility of motor learning for them [15]. It has been clinically
proven that increasing a stroke patent’s active involvement and participation in
the voluntary movement of their affected limbs is highly crucial for successful gait
training [16–18].
When increasing a patient’s active involvement, the most common technique
used is controlling the interaction forces through the incorporation of impedance-
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based control algorithms. For instance, the Lokomat, applies impedance control,
adaptive control and visual feedback algorithms to realize patient-cooperative
strategies to enhance active participation of patient [19]. The exoskeleton de-
vice referred to as the LOPES implements the impedance control using cable-
based elastic actuators [11]. The ALEX device applies the “assist-as-needed”
(ANN) paradigm to achieve the same [10]. These devices depend on the classical
impedance control of using reference gait trajectories to produce assistive torques,
which might still result in discomfort for the patients. For example, patients can
feel their assistive or resistive torques if they lag behind or lead the predefined
trajectory of equilibrium points. This is, in particular, troublesome for the pa-
tients who are capable of accomplishing some functional tasks, but face difficulties
to synchronize with the robot in realtime. Autonomous controllers can be used
to mitigate this shortcoming, such include EMG-based controllers and gait phase
detection-based controllers, which can be applied to perform overground gait re-
habilitation training and also provide daily gait assistance during walking. The
existing lower extremity assistive devices, as well as their control strategies, will
be adequately elaborated in Chapter 2.
Based on the current research as covered in Chapter 2, it can be concluded
that the main focus of this thesis is the development of a low-cost, lightweight and
wearable lower extremity assistive device. This device should be able to integrate
appropriate control strategies for home-based gait rehabilitation training and gait
assistance.
1.2 Objective and Scope
This thesis was developed based on an academic research project meant to
develop a lower extremity assistive device with the purpose of rehabilitating and
4
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assisting stroke patients. Additionally, the primary objectives of this study are:
• Developing a low-cost, lightweight and wearable lower extremity assistive
device to aid in hip and knee joint movements with the aim of gait rehabil-
itation training and gait assistance for home-based stroke patients.
• Investigating and implementing different intuitive and robust control algo-
rithms for the assistive device. Using the developed control algorithms, op-
eration of the device can be tailored towards gait rehabilitation training.
In this mode, subjects would repetitively and passively be assisted by the
device with body weight support. Additionally, the device can also be ap-
plied for gait assistance. In this mode the subjects can actively control the
device while being assisted during daily walking tasks.
• Evaluating the device initially on healthy subjects to test and verify the
design and control performance in the lab.
This thesis will focus on investigating the control algorithms for level walking
task aimed at gait rehabilitation and assistance. Assistance for sit-to-stand and
stand-to-sit tasks are beyond the scope of this work, and it has been covered by
the earlier work of Shen [20].
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The results presented in this study can serve as a framework for the develop-
ment of a home-based lower extremity assistive device that can be applied to gait
rehabilitation training and gait assistance. The major contributions of this thesis
are expressly abridged as follows:
• Design and construction of a low-cost, lightweight and wearable assistive
device for lower extremities. This device can be used for gait rehabilitation
5
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training on treadmills with a low-cost body weight support system. It could
also be used as a standalone gait assistive device for daily walking.
• Development of a friction compensation algorithm for the customized har-
monic drive joint actuator to increase transparency of the assistive device.
• Development of a Function Approximation Technique (FAT) based adaptive
gait trajectory tracking controller aimed at passive gait training of stroke
patients in the early rehabilitation stage. Both simulation and physical im-
plementation results confirm its feasibility for passive gait training.
• Development of a functional task-based impedance controller based on vir-
tual gait period sequence. This algorithm can provide functional task-specific
gait assistance, and the assistance levels can be easily adjusted both in the
whole gait cycle and in each virtual gait period. It is anticipated that this
can help improve the active participation of stroke patients with some vol-
untary motor control abilities. To the best of our knowledge, no published
research has tried this approach for active gait training.
• Development of a functional task-based gait assistance control architecture.
This novel approach utilizes a Finite State Machine (FSM) to implement a
gait period detector to estimate current gait period of the user among six
major periods. Furthermore, an impedance-based controller is applied to
produce functional gait assistance at the hip and knee joint in each detected
gait period. Compared to existing control, this is the first experimental trial
to offer smooth gait assistance based on gait period functionality. Prelimi-
nary experimental results on healthy participants show its potential for the





The outline of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a detailed literature review of the existing lower extremity
assistive devices and their control strategies for gait rehabilitation training and
gait assistance.
Chapter 3 presents the hardware architecture of the developed lower extremity
assistive device. A friction compensation algorithm for the customized harmonic
drive joint actuator to increase the device transparency is also described in this
chapter.
Chapter 4 presents a Function Approximation Techniques (FAT) based adap-
tive gait trajectory tracking control algorithm for passive gait rehabilitation train-
ing purpose. Simulation and physical implementation results will be presented.
Chapter 5 presents a functional task-based impedance control algorithm based
on virtual gait period sequence for active gait rehabilitation training purpose.
Compared with the gait trajectory tracking based algorithms, this approach can
provide more compliant assistance with various assistance levels. It enables active
participation of the subjects to promote motor learning. Preliminary evaluations
are performed on healthy participants.
Chapter 6 presents a functional task-based gait assistance controller using a
finite state machine gait period detector for level walking. The controller en-
ables the device to be actively controlled by the user’s ‘affected’ single limb. The
effectiveness of this controller is verified by healthy subject experiments as well.
Chapter 7 summarizes the research and discusses possible improvements and
directions for future work.
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1.5 Note on Data in this Thesis
This thesis present data both from simulations and from the real implementa-
tions. The figure captions indicate the source of the data. Figures with simulated
data are marked with SIM while figures with data from the real implementations




The work presented in this thesis is largely based on the state of the art existing
robotic devices for lower extremity gait rehabilitation and assistance. This chap-
ter will present a detailed review of the existing lower extremity robotic assistive
devices. It will also summarize the control strategies used for gait rehabilitation
training and gait assistance. The wearable exoskeletons explicitly developed for
the military purpose instead of therapeutic use do not fall within the scope of
this work and hence will not be reviewed here. The remainder of this chapter is
organized as follows: Section 2.1 shows various robotic lower extremity assistive
devices including treadmill gait trainers and overground wearable gait trainers.
Section 2.2 presents the existing control strategies for gait rehabilitation train-
ing, and Section 2.3 presents the two specific control strategies for gait assistance.
Finally, Section 2.4 summarizes the reviews done in the chapter.
2.1 Lower Extremity Assistive Devices
Over the last ten years, robotic assistive devices have been developed in large
quantities to aid lower extremities. They have also been evaluated for gait rehabil-
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itation training and gait assistance [22–26]. Depending on the systems employed,
treadmill and body weight support system, these assistive devices can be gener-
ally categorized into two major groups: treadmill gait trainers and overground
wearable gait trainers. Similar to conventional manually assisted treadmill gait
training systems, treadmill gait trainers still employ a treadmill and body weight
support system. However, they replace the physical therapists involved in the
training process with robotic exoskeletons to guide the patient’s leg movements, re-
ducing the intensity and work done by the physical therapists. In hospitals, their
main aim is to offer gait rehabilitation training to neurological patients. Com-
paratively, overground wearable gait trainers are wearable and portable robotic
lower extremity exoskeletons that can be carried home to aid the disabled in their
daily walking tasks. The following subsections will review several representative
robotic lower extremity assistive devices from each group.
2.1.1 Treadmill Gait Trainers
Treadmill gait trainers automate the conventional manually assisted body weight
support treadmill gait training system. They normally employ the body weight
support system and the treadmill, but the lower extremity exoskeletons substitute
the physical therapists in supporting and controlling a patient’s leg movements.
Development of the robotic treadmill gait trainers up to present times has been
steady, and some of the devices are commercially available. The commercially
available systems include the Lokomat (Hocoma, Switzerland), the ReoAmbula-
tor (Motorika Ltd., USA) and the LokoHelp (LokoHelp Group, Germany). Other
similar systems are either still at a research stage of development or under clinical
evaluations. Some of the representative treadmill gait trainers are summarized in
Table 2.1 below. These robotic treadmill gait trainers will be further elaborated
in the coming subsections.
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Table 2.1: Some robotic treadmill gait trainers in the literatures
Treadmill gait trainer Company/University References
Lokomat Hocoma [5, 19, 27–31]
ReoAmbulator Motorika [6, 32, 33]
LokoHelp LokoHelp Group [7, 34]
LOPES University of Twente [11, 35, 36]
ALEX University of Delaware [10, 37–40]
ARTHuR University of California, Irvine [41, 42]
POGO & PAM University of California, Irvine [43–45]
RGR Northeastern University [46–49]
2.1.1.1 Lokomat
Developed in Hocoma AG, Switzerland, Lokomat, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) is
among the first devices built, it is also the most successful commercialized au-
tomated treadmill gait training system. The device is made up of a bilateral,
wearable robotic gait orthosis, a treadmill, and an advanced body weight support
system. The Lokomat can carry out gait rehabilitation training in the sagittal
plane. Customized linear drives (DC motors with ball and screw mechanisms)
are used to actuate the hip and knee joints. They are further integrated into an
exoskeleton structure. The rubber foot lifter passively governs the ankle joints
during the swing phase. The drives can synchronize precisely in real-time with
the speed of the treadmill. During its development, the first Lokomat prototype,
also referred to as driven gait orthosis (DGO) is detailed further in [5]. While
using the early version of the Lokomat, a patient’s legs are enforced to follow
fixed and predefined hip and knee trajectories repeatedly and consistently in a
pure position control strategy. Improved generations and versions of the Loko-
mat have integrated interaction force sensors, making possible for implementing
11
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(a) Lokomat (b) ReoAmbulator
(c) LokoHelp (d) LOPES (e) ALEX
Figure 2.1: Treadmill gait trainers (Lokomat, ReoAmbulator, LokoHelp, LOPES
and ALEX)
the patient-cooperative control strategies [19]. Up to now, the Lokomat is still
the most clinically appraised robotic training system for stroke and spinal cord
injury patients [27–30].
2.1.1.2 ReoAmbulator
The ReoAmbulator, developed by Motorika Ltd in the USA, also referred to
as “AutoAmbulator” as shown in Fig. 2.1(b), is an alternative commercialized
treadmill robotic system for lower-limb rehabilitation therapy [6, 32]. Powered
leg orthosis, referred to as “robotic arms”, are strapped to a patient’s leg on the
12
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thighs and ankles, driving the robotic arms through a stepping pattern. The
ReoAmbulator is still under evaluation for its effectiveness among stroke patients
in conjunction with the Health South Network of Rehabilitation Hospitals. The
evaluation is based on a pilot study conducted on stroke patients on the ReoAm-
bulator [33]. The study concluded that the robot-assisted gait training could
produce similar clinical outcomes in comparison to the conventional physical re-
habilitation therapies.
2.1.1.3 LokoHelp
The other device is the LokoHelp from the LokoHelp Group in Germany. As
shown in Fig. 2.1(c), it is an electromechanical gait device with a treadmill de-
veloped to improve a patient’s gait after brain injury. The device is placed in
the middle of the treadmill, on a surface that is parallel to a patient’s walking
direction. It is fixed to the front of the treadmill with a simple clamp, and it
also offers body weight support for a patient. The LokoHelp can aid in mov-
ing a patient’s foot trajectory with a fixed length of 400 mm, which allows for
a variation of the gait cycle speed from 0 km/h up to 5 km/h. Analyses on its
effectiveness and practicability have been carried out through clinical trials [7, 34].
Results from these clinical trials reveal that the system improves the gait recovery
ability among patients. These results are similar to the manual treadmill gait
training. However, using the LokoHelp, the required therapeutic assistance is re-
duced, thus greatly reducing the therapists discomfort. The conclusion derived
from the LokoHelp applies to nearly all robotic treadmill gait training systems.
2.1.1.4 LOPES
The Lower Extremity Powered Exoskeleton (LOPES) as shown in Fig. 2.1(d)
uses a unique Bowden-cable motorized series elastic actuator (SEA) [35] in its
13
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joint actuation design. The LOPES actuation system comprises an adaptable
Bowden-cable transmission, servomotor, and series elastic elements that can be
applied to force measurements. The servomotors are placed on the remote station,
and actuation is transmitted through the cable, therefore making the exoskeleton
inherently lightweight and compliant to the user. The device has three actuated
degrees of freedom in every leg: two located at the hip joint (hip flexion/extension
and hip abduction/adduction) and one at the knee joint (knee flexion/extension).
There is no actuation considered for the ankle joint. This assistive device mainly
implements impedance control, which allows for both the “robot-in-charge” mode
and “patient-in-charge” mode. Under the “robot-in-charge” mode, the robot’s
impedance is set to high and it guides the patient’s limbs through a predefined and
fixed path, which is very similar to the position control. In the “patient-in-charge”
mode, the robot’s impedance is set to low, making the robot highly compliant in a
manner that the patient and the robot can actively interact. This helps increase
the voluntary active participation for the patient. Evaluations of the LOPES were
conducted on healthy and stroke subjects in several studies [11, 36]. However,
there are some reported restrictions presented by the current LOPES device [11].
The joint angular position measurements were not sufficiently accurate for inverse
dynamic modeling, thus making the estimated joint torques estimated based on
the inverse dynamic model inaccurate at best. Additionally, the actuator forces
could not be accurately measured by the displacement of springs due the high
inner joint friction.
2.1.1.5 ALEX
The Active Leg Exoskeleton (ALEX) is another recent robotic gait orthosis
that was developed at the University of Delaware to train stroke survivors [10].
Its structure resembles that of the Lokomat, and it employs electrical linear actu-
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ators to drive the hip and knee joints in the sagittal plane, however, it does not
offer any actuation to the ankle joints. Springs are passively used to assist hip
abduction/adduction and four trunk rotations. The robotic gait orthosis used
in the system is heavy, but it is offset by a gravity balancing system, which can
compensate for nearly all the orthosis weight. Force-torque sensors are installed
at every joint, which allows the ALEX to achieve direct force control at the joint
level. The ALEX propositions an original ”assisted-as-needed” (ANN) control
strategy that employs an impedance-based force-field controller. Within the con-
trol strategy, the ALEX has been assessed on healthy subjects as well as stroke
patients [10, 37–40]. Using the ALEX, it has been revealed that intensive gait re-
training can drastically change and improve a stroke patient’s gait pattern. The
changed gait pattern closely resembles that of a healthy subject.
2.1.1.6 Others
Still under research are other robotic gait training devices. For instance, the
Biomechatronic Lab at the University of California, Irvine, has developed some
assistive gait devices for locomotor training for the patients with spinal cord in-
juries. Namely, these devices are ARTHuR, POGO and PAM. ARTHuR, which is
an acronym for the Ambulation-assisting Robotic Tool for Human Rehabilitation
as shown in Fig. 2.2(a) is a directly-driven parallel device manipulating human
stepping movement on a treadmill [41]. The POGO, which stands for Pneumat-
ically Operated Gait Orthosis, employs two pneumatic cylinders to improve the
leg-robot design, and it can help in flexing and extending both the hip and the
knee joints. The PAM, which stands for the Pelvic Assist Manipulator, a pneu-
matically actuated device that can accommodate and control naturalistic pelvic
motion during gait training. The POGO and PAM systems were integrated into
one pneumatic gait training robot [43] as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The device was
15
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Fig. 1. Picture (left) and diagram (right) of experimental setup. The robot
makes use of a linear motor with two forcer coils and a V-shaped linkage to
accommodate and drive apex motion in the parasagittal plane. The apex is
attached through a padded cuff and revolute joint to the subject’s ankle.
where l is the length of each link. The link lengths that work well for
the knee, ankle, and bottom of foot conﬁgurations were 18, 53, and
57 cm, respectively. In addition, the height of the linear rail can be
easily changed to adjust the device workspace. The planar force Fx,
Fy applied by the apex to the leg is controlled open loop by applying
forces F1 and F2 with the linear motors
F1 =0:5Fx +
(x2   x1)










This mechanism design has several advantages. A moving coil linear
motor can generate substantial force, yet has low backdrive friction, so
the device is powerful yet lightweight. In addition, force application
can be mechanically constrained to a physical workspace that matches
the legs during walking with simple hard stops or by installing short
links. When compared with exoskeletal approaches, the device is more
ﬂexible, as it can accommodate any size leg and any step trajectory
without the need for mechanical adjustments.
B. Hardware and Software Development
We have built a prototype of this device design called
“ARTHuR”(Ambulation-assisting Robotic Tool for Human
Rehabilitation) (Fig. 1), for interacting with one leg during stepping.
The basic design parameters speciﬁed that the device would be
able to lift a large leg ( 150 N vertical force), accommodate a
large step size, and have a force bandwidth at least twice that of
human stepping ( 2 Hz bandwidth) while remaining as lightweight
as possible. To satisfy the force requirements, ARTHuR’s power
is derived from two moving coil forcers (Baldor, DC brushless
linear motors: LMCF04C-HC0 controlled by two Baldor LinDrives:
LD1A02TR-EN20), each with a mass of 0.32 kg and a peak and
continuous force capability of 173 and 58 N. In endpoint coordinates
with the device at a conﬁguration typical for stepping (apex angle
of 60), this allows peak horizontal and vertical forces of 346 and
600 N, respectively. The continuous-endpoint horizontal and vertical
forces are approximately one-third of peak, and are thus equal to 116
and 200 N in the x and y directions. In continuous output, this force
capability is about the same as that measured from physiotherapists
manually stepping a severely injured SCI subject [23]. Position of
the moving coils is measured using a linear optical encoder with one
read head (Renishaw, RGH41) per coil at a resolution of 20 m. The
encoder read heads are capable of measurements up to 12 m/s. Each
coil rides along a linear roller bearing (THK, HSR-15R) attached to
a single 2-m length of rail. With the attachment at the foot or ankle,
this allows a trapezoid-shaped workspace 0.55 m high, with a 1.72 m
base and 0.71 m top. This workspace accommodates typical ankle
trajectories with stride lengths of 0.6 m and step heights of 0.2 m. The
system is controlled using MATLAB’s Simulink (The Mathworks,
Inc.) and xPC Target operating at 1000 Hz along with an encoder
board (Addi-Data APCI1710), a digital/analog IO Board (Computer
Boards PCIM-DDA06-16), and an OOPic II (Savage Innovations).
Static backdrive friction due to the ball bearing-rail interface was
measured to be approximately 3.4 N for each coil. Dynamic friction,
which was measured to be approximately 2.3 N  s/m, is cancelled
through software by creating an assistive force proportional to the ve-
locity of each coil. In addition, the weight of the linkage and attached
brace are cancelled in the software, so as not to gravitationally load the
limb. In order to minimize the device’s apparent inertia, the linkages
and the apex with brace have been made as lightweight as possible.
We estimated the device’s inertia by measuring the position-control
response to sinusoidal inputs across a range of frequencies, with the
device in a typical stepping conﬁguration. The apparent inertia in the
horizontal and vertical directions was 4.2 and 7.2 kg.
Safety is obviously of paramount importance for robotic devices that
physically interact with humans. Operating along with the control pro-
gram at 1000 Hz are several safety checks, each of which creates a
fault condition that stops both the robot and the treadmill. Position-limit
checksmonitor coil and endpoint positions to verify that they arewithin
a safe workspace. Coil and endpoint velocity-limit checks detect if the
subject has moved excessively fast, sensing a fall or trip. Force limits
saturate excessive coil and resultant endpoint force. The motor drivers
verify proper operation of the encoders, hall effect sensors, and motor
coils, and produce a fault if an error is sensed. An independently pow-
ered watchdog timer checks for system crashes of the target computer.
An emergency stop button is held during operation. We considered
using a mechanical method to disconnect the user from the device if
forces became too high [4], but did not use this approach, because we
were concerned that the disconnected robot’s momentum could cause
a collision with the subject’s leg. Finally, all subjects wear a support
harness attached to an overhead frame to catch them if they fall.
C. Experimental Testing
To verify the robot’s capabilities, we characterized its force-con-
trol ability, backdrivability, position-tracking ability, and force-ﬁeld
generation capability. To test how accurately the end-effector could
exert commanded forces, we recorded output forces from the device at
50 Hz using a six-axis force transducer (Industrial Automation, Theta)
in three experiments. During all experiments, ARTHuR was attached
through a revolute joint to the force transducer at an apex angle of 60.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we tested the directional accuracy of ARTHuR
when commanded to produce a constant force of 22.2 N in 12 equally
spaced directions around a circle. In a second experiment, we tested
the force accuracy as ARTHuR created a circle in force space at six
different force magnitudes (10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 N). In a third ex-
periment, we tested the force bandwidth of ARTHuR by commanding
vertical endpoint sinusoidal forces of 80 and 100 N for frequencies
ranging from 0.5 to 30 Hz.
To assess the backdrivability of ARTHuR, we measured how the
device perturbed stepping trajectories when two healthy adult sub-
jects, a small female (1.3 m, 570 N) and large male (1.9 m, 900 N),
stepped on the treadmill at 0.9 m/s, with the device attached around
the ankle actively cancelling dynamic friction and gravity, compared
with when they stepped without the device attached. A location on the
subject’s heel, approximately 5 cm below the lateral malleolus, was
hand-digitized from digital video recorded at 30 Hz.
To test the ability of ARTHuR to record and replay a step trajectory,
we recorded ankle position at 200 Hz from the same large male sub-
ject walking at 0.9 m/s on the treadmill, and then actively tracked the
reproduced trajectories with a proportional-derivative (PD) controller.
The subject ﬁrst stepped for 50 steps with the device applying only
friction and gravity cancellation. After recording the step trajectories,
(a) ARTHuR
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A Robot and Control Algorithm That Can
Synchronously Assist in Naturalistic Motion
During Body-Weight-Supported Gait Training
Following Neurologic Injury
Daisuke Aoyagi, Wade E. Ichinose, Susan J. Harkema, David J. Reinkensmeyer, Member, IEEE, and
James E. Bobrow, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Locomotor training using body weight support on a
treadmill and manual assistance is a promising rehabilitation tech-
nique following neurological injuries, such as spinal cord injury
(SCI) and stroke. Previous robots that automate this technique
impose constraints on naturalistic walking due to their kinematic
structure, and are typically operated in a stiff mode, limiting the
ability of the patient or human trainer to influence the stepping
pattern. We developed a pneumatic gait training robot that allows
for a full range of natural motion of the legs and pelvis during
treadmill walking, and provides compliant assistance. However, we
observed an unexpected consequence of the device’s compliance:
unimpaired and SCI individuals invariably began walking out-of-
phase with the device. Thus, the robot perturbed rather than as-
sisted stepping. To address this problem, we developed a novel algo-
rithm that synchronizes the device in real-time to the actual motion
of the individual by sensing the state error and adjusting the replay
timing to reduce this error. This paper describes data from experi-
ments with individuals with SCI that demonstrate the effectiveness
of the synchronization algorithm, and the potential of the device
for relieving the trainers of strenuous work while maintaining nat-
uralistic stepping.
Index Terms—Backdrivable, gait rehabilitation, pneumatic,
robot, spinal cord injury, stroke, synchronization.
I. INTRODUCTION
LOCOMOTOR training using body weight support ona treadmill (BWST) and manual assistance of the legs
and the pelvis is an emerging technique for gait rehabilitation
following neurological injuries, such as spinal cord i jury
(SCI) and stroke, that has shown promising results [1]–[6]. This
method uses an overhead suspension system to unload the
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Fig. 1. Top left: Three trainers guide the legs and the torso of the patient sus-
pended by the body weight support system on a treadmill. Top right: PAM and
POGO are inher ntly compliant robotic devices that could act either in aid of
the trainers, or in place of them if desired. Bottom: PAM has five actuated DOF,
namely forward-and-back (x), side-to-side (y), up-and-down (z) and pelvic
rotation () and obliquity ().
body weight of the patient as necessary, while trainers guide
the legs and the torso of the patient through a gait-like motion
on a treadmill. Typical y, the trainers ry to coordinate vari us
tasks simultaneously: to prevent the knee from buckling during
stance, to promote a smooth leg swing by adding momentum,
to avoid dragging of the toe, to guide the timing and location
of foot landing, and to encourage weight shifting through the
pelvic motion. Although the BWS system relieves the trainers
of the major labor of supporting and stabilizing the patient’s
whole body throughout a training session, the training procedure
is still highly labor intensive, requiring three skilled trainers to
assist the patient’s legs and torso and to operate the treadmill
and BWS system (Fig. 1). Also, the manual assistance provided
can vary greatly between trainers and between training sessions
[7]. Therefore, introduction of robotic devices into rehabilitation
has several potential benefits. Robotic devices can provide mea-
surements of actual kinematics and forces. They can potentially
provide assist nce to the trainers and t e patient, allowing for
1534-4320/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
(b) POGO&PAM (c) RGR
Figure 2.2: Treadmill gait trainers (ARTHuR, POGO&PAM and RGR)
tested and evaluated in clinical trials applied to spinal cord injured (SCI) pa-
tients [44]. The Robotic Gait Rehabilitation trainer, RGR, is another new gait
training robot as shown in Fig. 2.2(c) [48]. The Northwestern University de-
veloped it a d it can generate force-fields to facilit te treadmill gait retraining
among stroke patients associated with exaggerated or unconditional movements
of the pelvis. This device is still under development, and tests are being carried
out on its effectiveness and efficacy.
2.1.1.7 Su mary
The development of these devices is at an advanced level since they have readily
replaced the conventional ma u lly assisted body weigh support gait training
systems used by neurological patients. Despite the improvements that were done
to devices, they still fall short in some areas. The devices are normally very
bulky, stationary and xpensive. Th y ar also mainly reserved for acute patients
in large hospitals. In a bid to boost patients to continue gait rehabilitation at
home and also practice independent walking everyday, the assistive devices should
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Table 2.2: Some overground wearable gait trainers
Overground gait trainer Company/University References
HAL Cyberdyne Inc [50–52]
ReWalk Argo Medical Technologies [53–56]
Ekso Berkeley Bionics [57, 58]
Indego Parker Hannifin Corp [59–63]
be made to fit their life-styles both at the hospitals and at home. Therefore, to
address the shortcomings of the treadmill-based assistive devices, several portable
and wearable gait-training devices for overground mobility were developed over
the years, and shall be comprehensively covered in the coming section.
2.1.2 Overground Wearable Gait Trainers
These gait trainers are anthropomorphic lower extremity exoskeletons designed
to either assist individuals with paralysis to recover their walking abilities or as-
sist neurological patients with gait disorders to achieve overground gait rehabil-
itative training. There are several successful examples and they include HAL
(Cyberdyne, Japan), ReWalk (Argo Medical Technologies, Israel), Esko (Esko
Bionics, USA), Indego (Parker Hannifin Corp, USA), as summarized in Table 2.2.
Through research, there is clear evidence that each one of these devices has been
properly developed and commercialized.
2.1.2.1 HAL
The Hybrid Assistive Leg, HAL, was developed by Cyberdyne Inc. in Japan as
shown in Fig. 2.3(a). It is a wearable robot suit meant for non-military functions,
ranging from the rehabilitation of neurological patients, everyday assistive walking
17
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(a) HAL (b) ReWalk (c) Ekso (d) Indego
Figure 2.3: Overground wearable gait trainers (HAL, ReWalk, Ekso, Indego)
among the elderly and the disabled, to human ability reinforcement during heavy-
duty work. In the latest version, HAL 5, several models were made to increase
the scope of functionality of the device: the full-body, double-leg and single-leg
models were built [50]. The single-leg model can be used to help the persons with
hemiplegia to walk. The HAL is powered by DC servomotors with harmonic drive
gears. The control computer and battery are strapped around the user’s waist.
Ground reaction force sensors (GRF) and Surface electromyography (sEMG) sen-
sors are incorporated to estimate the motion intention and help control the device.
The double-leg HAL 5 model is approximately 10 kg in weight and has been em-
ployed in carrying out clinical trials among stroke patients in hospitals [51, 52].
The HAL system, in 2013, became the pioneer powered exoskeleton to receive a
global safety certification.
2.1.2.2 ReWalk
The ReWalk, a product of the Argo Medical Technologies in Israel as shown in
Fig. 2.3(b) is another wearable, motorized quasi-robotic suit that approximately
weighs 23.3 kg, and ranges between US$69, 500 and US$85, 000 cost per unit. It
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is made up of a light wearable brace support suit that integrates the DC motor-
based actuators at the hip and knee joints. It also has rechargeable batteries, an
arrangement of sensors and a computer-based control system. The ReWalk en-
ables paraplegics to sit, stand upright, walk and climb stairs. During operation,
through a wrist-mounted keypad placement, users can manually change between
various types of movements. Coupled with a torso tilt sensor, users can trigger
and maintain walking steps while walking. The crutches in the device are used to
maintain the user’s overall balance while walking. Not much detail can be found
on how the ReWalk was designed and controlled since it is largely a commercial
product. The ReWalk is undergoing clinical trials [55, 56] at the Moss Reha-
bilitation Hospital in Philadelphia. In 2011, the Food and Drug Administration
Agency (FDA) approved its use in hospitals and in 2014 it was approved for home
and public use in the USA.
2.1.2.3 Ekso
Another exoskeleton is the Ekso developed by Berkeley Bionics, in the US for-
merly known as the Berkeley eLEGS, as shown in Fig. 2.3(c). The Ekso assists
paraplegics in sitting, standing, walking with a walker or crutches and this is quite
similar to the ReWalk. Its computer interface implements both motion and force
sensors to monitor a user’s motion and gestures. It then translates the infor-
mation intelligently to interpret the intent of the user, which is then translated
into actions that are fed to the exoskeleton. The Ekso exoskeleton weighs ap-
proximately 20 kg, can attain a maximum speed of 3.2 kph, has a battery life of
6 hours and costs approximately US$100, 000. The Ekso also received FDA ap-
proval like the ReWalk, and it is undergoing additional development and clinical
trials in rehabilitation hospitals and centers [58].
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2.1.2.4 Indego
As shown in Fig. 2.3(d), the Indego, formerly known as the Vanderbilt ex-
oskeleton developed at the Vanderbilt University, was recently commercialized by
the Parker Hannifin Corporation. This powered lower-limb exoskeleton is rather
lightweight, approximately 12 kg, and has novel modular design and is compact
in size. It provides for a wide range of mobility that includes sitting, stand-
ing, walking and stair climbing for paraplegic users [61, 62]. Preliminary clinical
trials have been carried out on one complete paraplegic patient to validate its ef-
ficacy [60, 63]. Additionally, it is the first overground wearable gait trainer that
has successfully integrated functional electrical stimulation (FES), in which small
electrical pulses are applied to paralyzed muscles [64, 65]. Moreover, this ex-
oskeleton also allows for spinal cord injured patients to contribute to overground
gait rehabilitation training. Pilot clinical trials are currently being carried out at
the Shepherd Center in Atlanta.
2.1.2.5 Summary
In summary, the development of overground wearable trainers is at an advanced
stage similar to the treadmill gait trainers. Compared to treadmill gait trainers,
overground wearable trainers are nimbler and more compact, meaning that their
applications can be done at home in activities of daily living. Presently, over-
ground wearable trainers are chiefly used to empower paraplegic individuals to
recover their ability to walk. Also, they have also shown that they are adequately
capable of overground rehabilitative gait training of neurological patients. The
main drawback of the current devices is that they are still out of the price range
of most patients.
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2.2 Gait Training Strategies
In addition to the design of different robotic assistive devices, researchers addi-
tionally concentrate on developing various gait rehabilitation training strategies to
enhance training performance. The aim of rehabilitative gait training is to restore
patients’ neurocapacity to allow the patients to increase their motor functions and
recover their walking independence. While successful rehabilitative gait training
determinants are still unknown, repetitive, intensive and task-oriented training
strategies have revealed their ability in meaningfully improving gait functional-
ity. The training strategies are categorized into two general types: passive gait
training strategies and active gait training strategies. The passive gait training
strategies mainly utilize position-based control algorithms. They force the pa-
tient’s lower limbs to track normal gait trajectories. For the active gait training
strategies, impedance control, performance-based adaptive control and virtual re-
ality techniques are employed to encourage a patient’s active participation in the
training process. The mentioned control strategies are primarily developed for
treadmill gait trainers and will be discussed in the coming section.
2.2.1 Gait Trajectory Tracking Control
Gait trajectory tracking control was initially implemented by early robotic gait
training devices [5]. It has then been widely applied to nearly every commercially
available robotic treadmill gait trainer. The control mainly applies a position-
based controller with reference gait trajectories as its inputs, and the robotics
device would force the patient’s lower limbs to track a specific path and follow
a preset gait movement pattern. An important concern with the gait trajectory
tracking control is how to determine the reference gait trajectories. There are
a few approaches available in literatures. The most commonly used approaches
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are based on mathematical models of normative gait trajectories and prerecorded
trajectories derived from healthy subjects [5, 19, 45]. Another common approach
is the ”teach and replay” approach that was initially introduced and tested in
ARTHuR [42], and it was later implemented in POGO & PAM [45] as well. Lastly,
reference gait trajectories from the impaired limb can also be generated in real-
time from the movement of the unimpaired contralateral limb for those hemiparetic
patients. This algorithm has been implemented and evaluated on the LOPES [66,
67]. After achieving the reference gait trajectories, certain customizations can be
done to tailer them to each patient.
The gait trajectory tracking control is mainly applied for the passive gait train-
ing in the early rehabilitation stage of acute stroke patients when they still still
lack the muscular strength to move their lower limbs. The potential drawback
of this control strategy is that the preemptive robotic guidance and lack of cycle-
to cycle variation in kinematics and sensorimotor feedback may decrease human
motor learning [15]. This applies especially to those moderately impaired stroke
survivors who have already recovered some of their voluntary motor control func-
tions. Trajectory tracking controlled robotic gait devices, are often very rigid and
stiff, which would discomfort the patients, reduce their physical efforts, and may
also decrease the efficacy of the rehabilitative gait training. On the extreme side,
it could result in abnormal gait pattern generations and make the patients unable
to acclimate to physiological gaits.
Away from the mentioned gait trajectory tracking based passive gait training,
an increased number of researchers have shifted their focus to investigating control
strategies that enable active gait training. Several studies have been conducted
on both animals and human in an effort compare active training with passive
training [16–18]. These studies found that increasing a subject’s participation
and involving them in the training process results in more meaningful and ef-
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fective training. Therefore, so as to encourage a patient’s active participation
both psychologically and physiologically while undergoing robotic gait training,
impedance control, performance-based adaptive control and virtual reality tech-
niques have been introduced so as to promote active gait training.
2.2.2 Impedance Control
Impedance control is usually applied to introduce compliance in the robot’s be-
havior. Mechanical impedance is treated as the relationship between the exerted
actuator force and its resultant motion. The concept of impedance control was
firstly introduced by Hogan [68], and since then a variety of impedance controllers
have been applied in the field of robotics and human-robot interaction. The basic
idea of the impedance control strategy applied for robotic gait training is to al-
low a variable deviation from the reference gait trajectories rather than imposing
a rigid gait movement pattern generated by the gait trajectory tracking control.
The impedance controller implemented on the Lokomat follow the same idea [31],
as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. When the reference trajectories are given, then the
restorative torque will be related to the deviation of the reference trajectories and
its velocities. In the Lokomat, the impedance-based assistance controller achieved
in the joint space has the following form
τImp = k∆q + b∆q˙ (2.1)
where τImp refers to the impedance torque at each joint, ∆q refers to the deviation
of the measured joint angle from the reference joint angle, ∆q˙ is the deviation of
the measured joint velocity from the reference joint velocity, k denotes the stiffness
term and b denotes the viscosity term. The values of impedance could be selected
by the physical therapists centered on their experience and the patient’s severity
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Figure 2.4: Impedance control architecture used on the Lokomat [19]
levels.
Another form of impedance control is the force-field controller that was proposed
in controlling the ALEX [10]. In this controller, a “virtual wall” is created along
the reference trajectory of the patient’s foot in the sagittal plane, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.5. The field forces are a combination of tangential force, normal force,
and damping force. The tangential force moves the foot along the predefined tra-
jectory in the forward direction, and the normal force keeps the foot within the
tunnel confined by the “virtual wall”. The damping force restricts the velocities.
The “path control” approach, which is similar to the force-field control was em-
ployed in the Lokomat’s joint space of the hip and knee in the sagittal plane [31].
This approach employs the compliant ”virtual wall” to maintain the patients leg
within the tunnel around the desired spatial path.
The LOPES also employs the impedance control strategy for its “robot-in-
charge” and “patient-in-charge” modes [11]. The LOPES impedance control ar-
chitecture is based on a Virtual Model Control (VMC) framework [69] used to
stimulate its virtual dynamic components like virtual springs and virtual dampers.
Under the “robot-in-charge” mode, the controller impedance is set at high. The
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Fig. 6. FFC. FL is the force measured by the load-cell. Switch SW1 turns
on sensor-based friction compensation and switch SW2 turns on model-based
friction compensation.
Fig. 7. Cartesian plot of the foot in the trunk reference frame, origin set at the
hip joint. The solid line (in blue) is the desired trajectory of the foot and the
dashed lines (in red) are the virtual walls.
typical shape of a virtual tunnel around a desired trajectory. It
also shows the width of the virtual tunnel walls.
Since the virtual walls are used to guide the foot of the subject,
the forces are applied on the foot. These forces are a combination
of tangential force Ft , normal force Fn to the desired trajectory,
and damping force Fd . We designed the controller such that
this normal component provides proprioceptive feedback to the
patient that his/her foot is deviating from the virtual tunnel
and, therefore, helps keep the foot within the desired range
of footpaths specified by the tunnel width. The tangential force
provides the force required to move the foot along the prescribed
path in forward direction, while the damping force limits the
velocities. The desired foot trajectory is designed using cartesian
coordinates in the reference frame attached to the hip of the
subject.
Let P be the current position (see Figs. 5 and 7) of the foot in
the Cartesian space in the reference frame (x0 ,y0) attached to
trunk of the subject. The origin of the reference frame is chosen
at the hip joint of the subject, while the plane containing the
vectors x0 and y0 is chosen to be the plane containing the thigh
and shank segments of the subject. Let N be the nearest point
to P on the desired trajectory, nˆ the unit normal vector from P
to N, and tˆ is the unit tangential vector at N along the desired
trajectory in the forward direction. The force F on the foot is
taken as
F = Ft + Fn + Fd (2)
where Ft is the tangential force, Fn is the normal force, and Fd
is the damping force. The tangential force Ft is selected as
Ft =
{
KF t(1− d/Dt)tˆ, if d/Dt < 1
0, otherwise (3)
Fig. 8. Tangential and normal forces as a function of distance from the de-
sired trajectory, positive tangential force points along the trajectory and positive
normal force points toward the trajectory. Positive d is meant to be shown as
the distance in the same direction as that of the normal and negative d in oppo-
site direction. Parameters used are: (a) KF t = 1N, Dn = 0.0005 m, Dt =
0.0005 m, n = 3, (b) KF t = 5 N, Dn = 0.02 m, Dt = 0.025 m, n = 10.
(a) Narrow tunnel. (b) Wider tunnel.
where KF t and Dt are constants. d is the distance between the
points P and N. KF t is used to change the magnitude of the
maximum tangential force. Ft is maximum along the desired
footpath (where d = 0), its magnitude decreases linearly and
becomes zero at a distance of Dt from the desired footpath. Note
that the tangential force decreases as the distance d increases,
the goal is to apply the tangential force only when the leg is close
to the desired footpath. The tangential force helps the subject to
move the foot along the desired footpath, the magnitude of this
force can be changed during experiment by changing KF t . The
normal force Fn is given by
Fn =
∣∣∣∣( dDn
)n ∣∣∣∣ nˆ (4)
where Dn and n are constants. d = Dn is the distance from the
desired footpath where Fn equals 1N. n is just a scalar constant
to change the steepness of the Fn vs d curve. As d increases
in the previous equation Fn increases until it reaches a limit
set in the controller. The normal force is given by Eq. (4). The
higher the value of n, the steeper are the walls. Also, at higher
values of n, the width of the virtual walls gets closer to 2Dn .
The damping force Fd on the foot, to limit velocities, is given
by
Fd = −Kd x˙ (5)
where Kd is a constant and x˙ is the linear velocity of the foot.
Fig. 8 shows plots of tangential and normal forces as a func-
tion of distance d from the desired trajectory, positive force
points toward the trajectory.
The required actuator inputs [see (1)] at the leg joints that






= JT F + G(θ) (6)
where G(θ) is for gravity compensation and J is the Jaco-
bian matrix. Finally, the forces in the linear actuators Fm =





τmi, i = 1, 2
where li is the length of ith linear actuator.
Figure 2.5: Force field controller with a “virtual wall” implemented on the
ALEX [39]
robot guides the patient in following a fixed and predetermined gait path much like
the gait trajectory tracking control approach. In the “patient-in-charge” mode,
the controller impedance is set at low. This setting makes the robot behave more
compliant and flexible, and the patient can actively interact with the robot. This
helps improve the patient’s active voluntary participation.
The impedance-based triggered assistance is a variation of the impedance con-
trol. For this control, the patient starts ga t movement without any assistance
from the robot, and if the patient cannot achieve a threshold value, then the robotic
assistance would be triggered. The threshold value can be the trajectory track-
ing error or the patient’s minimum force produced. This variant of impedance
control inspires t e patient’s self-initiated movements. It has been implemented
on the robotic gait training system of the POGO & PAM [44].
Even though the impedance control strategy has been implemented in several
assistive devices, it still presents several challenges. First, the restorative force
determined by reference gait trajectories is still relied upon by these classical
impedance controllers. This presents risks that patient and robot might walk out
of phase. As a result, the patient can feel their assistive or resistive torques if
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they lag behind or lead the predefined trajectory of equilibrium points. This is,
in particular, troublesome for those patients who are capable of accomplishing
some functional tasks, but encounter difficulties to synchronize with the robot
in realtime. Secondly, impedance parameters need to match with the patient’s
level of disability and recovery progress. This is usually preset manually before
the training session by an experienced physical therapist on a trial-and-error ba-
sis. Impedance parameters founded on online evaluations of the patient’s perfor-
mance are preferred to enable automatic adjustment. This aspect can be achieved
through performance-based adaptive control, which will be covered in the next
section.
2.2.3 Performance-based Adaptive Control
Performance-based adaptive control aims to adapt automatically the training
parameters based on the online measurements of the patient’s varying perfor-
mance. It can be utilized to enhance the patient’s active participation while un-
dergoing training. Up to present times, two types of performance-based adapta-
tion algorithms have been developed for rehabilitative gait training, namely gait
pattern adaptation and impedance magnitude adaptation, both of which have
been employed on the Lokomat, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
The purpose of gait pattern adaptation is to generate adaptively appropriate
variations in the reference gait trajectories so that the robot can move in a manner
that is desired by the patient. To achieve this goal, the reference gait trajectories
are firstly parameterized with several adaptable parameters, and the adaptation
can be performed by optimizing these parameters to yield the new desired gait tra-
jectories. Over the years, three adaptation algorithms have been developed [70].
The first adaptation algorithm is the inverse-dynamics-based joint-angle adap-
tation algorithm through minimization of the human-robot interaction torque.
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1 2
Figure 2.6: Two types of performance-based adaptive control algorithms: 1.gait
pattern adaptation; 2.impedance magnitude adaptation [19]
This algorithm’s performance is heavily reliant on the accuracy of the inverse
dynamic models. The second adaptation algorithm is the direct-dynamics-based
joint-angle adaptation algorithm. This algorithm utilizes the measured interac-
tion torques to approximate the variation of the trajectory accelerations desired
by the patient, following which adaptation occurs on the trajectory produced
to attain the preferred acceleration trajectory deviances. The third adaptation
algorithm is an impedance-control-based joint-angle adaptation algorithm. The
impedance could directly link the interaction torques and the allowed trajectory
deviations. From the preset impedance relationship, interaction torques could
reveal how much a patient would like to change the reference gait trajectories.
Hence, adaptation to the preferred trajectories can be carried out. The perfor-
mance of these algorithms was evaluated in computer simulations and through
experiments with healthy subjects and spinal cord injured patients [71–73]. The
only problem with the gait pattern adaptation is that the adapted gait trajectories
desired by the patient may be an unphysiological gait pattern.
Impedance magnitude adaptation is the other form of adaptation. This adap-
tation mechanism functions through a fixed reference gait trajectory, however, it
adjusts the magnitude of the impedance based on a patient’s active effort. This
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effort is approximated online by the interaction force sensors. If the effort de-
tected from the patient is low, then the magnitude of the impedance is increased
to accommodate the patient and enforce the patient to follow the reference gait
trajectory. Alternatively, if the sensors detect an increased amount of effort, the
magnitude of the impedance is reduced to accommodate greater deviations from
the reference gait pattern such that the patient will have an increased motion of
freedom. The magnitude of the impedance can be altered through the following
error-based adaptive law that has the following form
Mi+1 = fMi + gei (2.2)
where M represents the robot impedance magnitude required to be adapted, i
denotes the ith movement, e refers to the error based on performance index that
normally specifies the active effort of a patient, f and g denote the forgetting
factor and gain factor, respectively. The forgetting factor is usually selected as
0< f <1 to prevent the patient from relying too much on the assistance provided
by the device. Using this adaptive law, the impedance magnitude can be altered
from trial to trial based on the measured performance indexes. The impedance
magnitude adaptation algorithm was tested in computer simulations and assessed
through a healthy subject experiment on the Lokomat [19]. Similar impedance
adaptive control algorithms were also developed for the ARTHuR [42] and an-
other gait rehabilitation robot developed by Hussain et al. at the University of
Auckland [74].
2.2.4 Virtual Reality Techniques
Virtual reality can replicate virtual environments of the real world through
computer software. In this world, users can interrelate with the generated virtual
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Figure 2.7: Virtual reality integrated with the Lokomat
environments through human-machine interfaces. Over the years, virtual reality
techniques have been incorporated into robotic gait training devices to encourage
active gait rehabilitation training [36, 75, 76]. Fig. 2.7 shows an example of the
virtual reality integrated with the Lokomat gait trainer. The device can map a
subject’s gait motion into the virtual environment in real-time and provide the
subject with visual and haptic feedback. Through virtual reality, the subject can
engage in the virtual world and achieve more gait repetitions that are linked to
a specific task or goal in the virtual world. This ultimately creates an inspiring
motor learning experience.
Gait training using a robot device coupled with virtual environments is more
advantageous compared to gait training using a robot alone [77]. Firstly, virtual
reality programs have the ability to generate a plethora of enjoyable, interesting
and interactive activities, which may not be attained in the typical clinical environ-
ment. Switching between different activities is also simple and fast. Addition-
ally, activities can be classified into different difficulty levels. Physical therapists
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can also customize stimulating exercises for every patient. Secondly, novel forms
of real-time visual and haptic feedback can be created in virtual environments
in regards to the subject’s training performance. This information is intuitive
and useful to the therapists, allowing them to chart a patient’s progress. Virtual
reality techniques can make gait training more motivational and stimulating.
2.3 Gait Assistance Strategies
Overground wearable gait trainers can be employed to aid in daily walking
motions in the impaired patients who can stand and walk slowly although they
endure gait disorders and muscle weakness. To provide effective and smooth gait
assistance, the control of the assistive devices heavily relies on a precise prediction
of the user’s intention of the motion. Skin surface EMG signals or gait phase
detection methods are used to approximate human motion intention for assistive
devices. Based on these two techniques, two corresponding autonomous walking
gait controllers have been developed and implemented, which are EMG-based
control and gait phase detection-based control.
2.3.1 EMG-based Control
Skin surface electromyography (sEMG) signals are produced just before muscle
contractions, and these signals can be used to predict the human motion intention
and estimate the human muscle forces. Hence, they can be modeled to control the
assistive devices. This has been achieved by a “cybernic voluntary control” [78]
algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.8(a) on the HAL system. The HAL predicts the
intended human motions and approximates the assistive torques of the joints for
healthy subjects [79–81]. Another similar algorithm called “proportional myoelec-
tric control” is adopted in a powered ankle-foot orthosis as shown in Fig. 2.8(b),
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4  
trical signals including muscle activity. The power units of HAL generate power 
assist torque by amplifying the wearer’s own joint torque estimated from his/her 
bioelectrical signals, and the support motions are consequently controlled. This 
control was used for power assist of a healthy person’s activities, e.g., walking and 
standing up from a sitting posture, and we confirmed the Cybernic Voluntary Con-
trol successfully supported a wearer’s motion. Bioelectrical signals, including 
myoelectricity, are useful and reliable information to estimate a human’s motion 
intentions because the signals are measured just before corresponding visible mus-
cle activities. Thus, the wearer receives physical support directly by an uncon-
scious interface using the bioelectrical signals, which much more easily realize 
operation than manual controllers such as a joystick.  
 
 
Fig. 3.  Cybernic Control System: Cybernic Control system consists of Cybernic Voluntary Con-
trol system and Cybernic Autonomous Control System. 
     HAL can also physically support patients with some handicaps on their limbs 
as well as healthy people because HAL supports functional motions with multiple 
joints simultaneously, covering the whole of the lower limbs. However, as a 
whole, a patient with a gait disorder is not able to receive walking support by the 
Cybernic Voluntary Control because the signals that induce a broken walking pat-
tern are not used for the power assist, and signals from the brain are not transmit-
ted from the injured spinal cord to the more distant parts of the body and no signal 
is observed on the paralyzed muscles in the severest case. In that case, the Cyber-
nic Autonomous Control can provide an effective physical support.  
     The Cybernic Autonomous Control autonomously provides a desired function-
al motion generated according to the wearer’s body constitution, conditions and 
(a) Cybernic voluntary control [78] (b) Proportional myoelectric control [84]
Figure 2.8: Two examples of EMG-based control
in which the assisting forces are produced as proportional to the amplitude of
the processed sEMG signals [82–85]. Using this approach, the robotic assistive
device can be fully controlled by the user as long as the model relating to the
assistive joint torques with the sEMG signals from the muscles can be accurately
established.
Even though this control algorithm is highly beneficial, there are some intrin-
sic limitations associated with sEMG signal practical applications. For instance,
the sEMG signals are highly sensitive to the placement of electrodes on the skin,
skin properties (e.g. sweat, body hair, blood circulation, etc.), electrical noises
from other devices, and interference from neighboring muscle signals. The sEMG
signals are also dependent on the overall neurologic condition of each individual.
Hence, the sEMG parameters should be calibrated for each individual and recal-
ibrated for every training session, which makes it a tedious and time-consuming
process [86]. Additionally, for patients with severe strokes, their sEMG signals
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could either be too weak or abnormal. The abnormal and uncoordinated muscle
activity patterns can result in undesired responses by the robotic assistive device.
This introduces a safety challenge for rehabilitative gait training and assistance
for lower extremities. Therefore, the EMG-based control is mainly applied in the
rehabilitation of upper extremities and not lower extremities in their current stage
of the application.
2.3.2 Gait Phase Detection-based Control
Gait phase detection techniques employ different types of sensor information
to detect walking phases [87–90] and the transitions between two adjacent gait
phases can be used to estimate the human intended motion in the coming gait
phase. Then, an appropriate amount of assistance can be provided to the user
in the proper direction to fulfill the envisioned motion during the specific phase.
This is the fundamental concept behind the gait phase detection-based control for
assistive devices.
Some assistive devices have already exploited this control algorithm to offer
timely assistance to users. The HAL, for example, implements a “cybernic au-
tonomous control” algorithm that employs ground reaction forces and joint angles
as motion information to detect a user’s gait phases. This control approach has
been proved to provide effective physical support for healthy individuals and also
for stroke patients. Specifically, the HAL 3 broadly classifies the walking cy-
cle to support phase and swing phase based on some thresholds of the ground
reaction forces and joint angles. In each phase, constant torques are applied to
provide assistance to hip and knee joint [81]. Recently, the HAL 5 applies the sim-
ilar threshold method to apportion further the walking motion into three phases:
swing phase, landing phase and support phase [91]. The reference hip and knee
joint patterns are derived from healthy subjects and the employed in generating
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the assistive torque required for every phase. The Vanderbilt exoskeleton em-
ploys a similar control mechanism that utilizes the estimated pressure center to
implement a finite state machine to transition from one motion state to the other
motion state [60]. During walking, the gait is categorized in two phases: the
stance and swing phase. In each of these phases, a high-gain trajectory-based
control is employed. In general, the gait phase detection-based control is capable
of offering the user more autonomy over the assistive devices.
The above gait phase detection-based control still has room for improvement.
During gait detection, the threshold based method could be inaccurate and result
in robustness issues in the presence of sensor noise. Also the classification of the
gait to two or three phases is still an oversimplification considering that stance
and swing can also be further divided into several sub-gait periods based on the
walking gait functionalities [92]. From the perspective of assistance, the assistive
controller based on either constant torques or reference gait patterns additionally
causes some issues. Constant assistance does not take into consideration the gait
dynamics, which discomforts the user. The reference gait tracking pattern-based
assistance still has synchronicity problems particularly in the swing phase.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we give an overview of two major groups of assistive devices
for lower extremity, namely treadmill gait trainers and wearable overground gait
trainers. Their major control strategies used in rehabilitative gait training and
gait assistance have also been discussed. Although several assistive devices are
commercially available, they are still expensive making out of reach for the patients
and they still have limited functionality. Therefore, they are still mainly being
used in hospital settings.
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To achieve the objectives of home-based gait training, low-cost, lightweight
and wearable lower extremity assistive devices should be developed. Most impor-
tantly, the device should incorporate different control strategies so as to fit into the
different rehabilitation stage in stroke patients. These goals will be preliminarily
achieved in the following stages of this study. The next chapter will succinctly
introduce a lower extremity assistive device developed in the lab, and the follow
up chapters will concentrate on three intuitive and robust control algorithms used




This chapter is focused on the hardware architecture of an anthropomorphic
under actuated lower extremity assistive device developed in the lab. Section 3.1
will firstly describe the design of the lower extremity assistive device, specifically
including some important design considerations, the harmonic drive joint actuator
design and the overall electrical architecture. The final experimental prototypes
based on these design specifications will also be presented in this section. Next,
Section 3.2 will present a friction compensation algorithm for the customized har-
monic drive joint actuator to increase the transparency of the device. Lastly, a
brief chapter summary will be provided in Section 3.3.
3.1 Lower Extremity Assistive Device
The primary function of the developed lower extremity assistive device is to
support the post-stroke patients to carry on gait rehabilitation training and also
assist them in their daily walking tasks. Desired features of the assistive device
include anthropomorphic structure, light weight and portability. Moreover, it
would be desirable that the device could be adjusted to fit for a range of users.
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Since the existing devices are still too expensive to those who need them, building
a low-cost device is of utmost importance. The following section will cover some
specific design considerations required to build the assistive device. For brevity
as well as confidentiality, only the main ideas will be presented.
3.1.1 Design Considerations
Some important design considerations must be taken into account, including the
degree of freedom, range of motion, power and torque requirements, adjustability
and attachment. These factors will be discussed as follows.
3.1.1.1 Degree of Freedom
The lower extremity assistive device under development should be highly an-
thropomorphic. The hip and knee joints will be designed as actuated joints, and
the ankle joints will not be designed in order to keep overall swing weight of the
leg low. If the ankle support is necessary in the future, a passive ankle joint can
be designed and attached to the device. For the hip joint, the flexion/extenstion
degree of freedom will be actuated , while the abduction/adduction degree of free-
dom will be left as passive. For the knee joint, the only degree of freedom is
flexion/extension, which will be actuated. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
3.1.1.2 Range of Motion
The joint ranges of motion for the assistive device must be within the normal
human ranges of motion during activities of daily living (ADL). The data for
human normal range of motions can be found by examining the Clinical Gait
Analysis (CGA) data during normal walking [92] and normal stair ascent and
descent [93]. To ensure safety, the device range of motion should not exceed the
user’s range of motion [94]. Therefore, each actuated joint has to be designed
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Figure 3.1: Degrees of freedom
with mechanical limits, which make its range of motion slightly less than human’s
maximum range of motion to prevent hyperextension or hyper-flexion of the joint.
Table 3.1 lists the range of motion for the actuated degrees of freedom of the
device as compared to that for a human under various locomotion modes.
3.1.1.3 Power and Torque Requirements
The joints involved in the sagittal motion consumes the most power during level
walking [92] and normal stair ascent and descent [93] based on the clinical gait
analysis data. Fig. 3.2 shows the typical profile of the kinematics, moments and
powers of the hip and knee joints in a gait cycle during level walking. For the
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Table 3.1: Range of motion [92–94]
Level
Walking
Stair Ascent Stair Descent Device Max. Human Max.
Hip
Flexion
28.4◦ 57.2◦ 35.1◦ 130◦ 140◦
Hip
Extension
14.1◦ 8.72◦ 8.40◦ 15◦ 45◦
Knee
Flexion
58.1◦ 100◦ 106◦ 130◦ 160◦
Knee
Extension
1.80◦ 0.86◦ 0.7◦ 0◦ 2◦
following analysis, the data will be scaled for a 57.7-kg user, which is the average
weight of a human of Asian origin [95].
For the hip joints during level walking, an extensor moment is observed during
late swing and early stance for deceleration of the leg and body load support
respectively. And an flexor moment is observed during late stance and early swing
to propel the body forward. The maximum values of the hip torque are quite
symmetrical, 38.0 Nm for the flexion and 39.2 Nm for the extension. The average
power is slightly positive with most effort being spent on body or limb forward
propulsion.
For the knee joint during level walking, an extensor moment is observed during
early stance since the knee absorbs the impact during heel contact. This corre-
sponds to the negative power region because the knee flexes while the knee moment
is extending. During the rest of stance, the knee torque is very small owing to
its ability to lock itself during load bearing. Additionally, the torque generating
significant knee flexion during early swing is not noteworthy from the observation
of knee moment. Overall, the average power is negative, which prompts the use
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that produces significant knee flexion during early swing is not significant 
from observing the knee moment. Overall, the average power of the knee joint 
is negative, which prompts many knee prosthetic devices to use only a passive 
damper. However, if one studies the clinical gait data of stair ascent, the power 
required by the knee is largely positive, especially during early stance where 
there is a need for antigravity activity. From Fig 3.1, the maximum values of 
the knee torque derived from stairs ascent are 19.4 Nm for flexion and 83.0 
Nm for extension. 
Due to size and weight considerations, the electromagnetic actuator 
technology will be selected to support only a fraction (approximately 30%) of 
the maximum torque required. Moreover, gear ratio must be kept small for 
intrinsic back-drivability of the joints for safety. Being able to support only a 
portion of the torque required is not an issue since the device is intended to 
only assist the user rather than completely taking over the task.  
 
Figure 3.1: Sagittal plane joint angles, moments and powers for the hip and knee during level walking. 
Shown are average values (solid line), one standard deviation in average value (gray band), and average 
foot off (vertical gray line) taken from [57] 
Figure 3.2: Sagittal plane joint angles, moments and powers for the hip and knee
during level walking [92]
of a passive damper in many knee prosthetic devices. However, if the stair ascent
is concerned, the power required by the knee is largely positive since there is a
need for antigravity activity. The maximum of the knee torque derived from stair
ascent is 19.4 Nm for the flexion and 83.0 Nm for the extension.
Considering the size and weight, the joint actuator will be designed to be able
to support the whole level walking task and a fraction of the maximum torque
required for other tasks like stair ascent and descent. Supporting an amount of
the torque requirement is not an issue because the device is meant to help users
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instead of taking over the task. Additionally, to ensure safety the gear ratio will
be kept small to ensure fundamental joint back-drivability. The joint actuator
design and its specifications will be presented in Section 3.2.
3.1.1.4 Adjustability
As the assistive device will be worn by users with different physical sizes, thigh
and shank sections of the assistive device have to be adjustable. The variation
of the length required for each section is derived from the study [96]. To capture
most of the population, the anthropometrical data of 5th and 95th percentiles are
used, as shown in Table 3.2.





Hip to Foot Height 86 106
Knee to Foot Height 49 58
Hip to Knee Height 37 48
Hip Breath 32 39
 
Figure 3.3: Sliding frame mechanisms for user customization adjustments
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The assistive device incorporates a sliding frame mechanism that is capable of
adjusting link length to fit a range of users, as depicted in Fig. 3.3.
3.1.1.5 Attachment
Attachment of the assistive device is quite important because close coupling
between the assistive device and the user is required in order to deliver effective
assistance to the user. However, the user’s soft tissues are very sensitive and sus-
ceptible to bruising and damage even with low pressures over a few hours. There
is considerable knowledge and experience embedded in the fields of orthotics and
prosthetics, which have been addressing the problems of applying significant forces
to the skeleton while keeping skin loading to acceptable levels. Fig. 3.4 shows an
example of off-the-shelf orthotic cuffs (Newport 3 Hip Orthosis, Orthomerica [97]),
which can be used as the attachment interface for the developed assistive device.
Figure 3.4: Off-the-shelf orthotic cuffs [98]
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1 2 3 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 3.5: Customized electric joint actuator (key components include: 1. in-
cremental encoder; 2. DC frameless motor; 3. Harmonic Drive gear)
3.1.2 Joint Actuator Design
Conventional actuators are those that are common for robotic manipulators.
There are three major types: electromagnetic (electric motors), pneumatic, and
hydraulic. All these actuators have been applied for the assistive devices [99–
101]. Pneumatic and hydraulic actuators have high power densities, but they
necessitate the use of external pulp systems. They are also bulky and cannot
be easily controlled. Electrical motors meet the device power and torque criteria
in addition to offering a portable and compact solution for the wearable device.
Therefore, electric motors will be used to customize the joint actuators.
Minimizing the size and weight of the joint actuator heavily guided the electric
motor and gearing selection. The selected motors are DC frameless high-torque
motors (Kollmorgen QT-1406) with relatively large diameter and small width.
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They have separate rotor and stator, which can be tightly integrated into a cus-
tomized mechanical housing structure. This design structure can introduce high
portability. However, it must meet the required mounting tolerances and pro-
vide necessary bearings. For gearing, harmonic drives are selected due to their
large torque capacities, high gear ratios and highly compact size. The CSG se-
ries harmonic drives (Harmonic Drive Systems) with gear ratio 50 are specifically
selected since they have relatively small width and they are also available as bare
components, like the motor, which can be closely integrated into the mechanical
housing structure. Lastly, the rotary optical incremental encoders (US Digital)
are incorporated to measure the motor shaft angle, from which the joint angle
can be calculated. The rotary optical encoder is installed at the back of the ac-
tuator. Additionally, several bearings are introduced into the structure to offer
support to the rotating components of the electric joint. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the
final customized harmonic drive joint actuator design, and Table 3.3 provides the
specifications of the actuator.
Table 3.3: Harmonic drive actuator specifications
Joint weight 0.98 Kg
Joint size 95 mm(D), 90 mm(L)
Maximum momentary torque 55 Nm
Maximum continuous torque 35 Nm
Maximum Power 347 W
Maximum output speed 60 RPM
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Figure 3.6: Placement of resistive force sensors
3.1.3 Electrical Architecture
The assistive device employs the sbRIO-9612 board (National Instruments) as
its main processor. It is a reconfigurable embedded data acquisition and control
board, which consists of a 400 MHz real-time processor, a 2M-gate reconfigurable
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and some digital and analog I/Os.
Besides the optical incremental encoders, several other types of sensors can also
be incorporated into the device to help control and evaluate the device, which
include surface-EMG sensors (SX230, Biometrics), resistive force sensors (A401,
Tekscan) and accelerometers (CSL04LP3, Crossbow). The resistive force sensors
are attached to the insole of the subjects shoe at the first and fourth metatarsal,
and the calcaneus positions to measure front, mid and back Ground Reaction
Force (GRF), as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The sEMG, GRF, and acceleration mea-
surements are all analog signals, and they can be directly connected to the analog-
to-digital (AD) inputs of the sb-RIO.
The joint actuators are controlled by digital servo drives (Solo-Whistle, ELMO
Motion Control) with encoder feedbacks. All the digital servo drives are then
connected to a high-speed CAN module (NI 9853, National Instruments), which is
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attached to the sb-RIO through CAN bus. CAN communication is implemented
at a rate of 1Mbits/s based on CANopen Communication Protocol 2.0A. The
electrical hardware, as well as their connections, are illustrated in Fig. 3.7, and









Figure 3.7: The electrical hardware
Figure 3.8: The electrical architecture
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Hip Joint Actuator 
Digital Motor Drives 
Orthotic Cuffs 
Knee Joint Actuator 
Sliding Frames 
Figure 3.9: The first prototype of lower extremity assistive device: single-leg
version and double leg-version
3.1.4 Final Experimental Prototypes
Based on the above mechanical design guidelines and the electrical architec-
ture, the first prototype was developed in the lab. The prototype has a single-leg
version and a double-leg version, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. Harmonic drive joint
actuator modules are attached to the hip and knee joints to provide active as-
sistance. There are no ankle joints designed for this prototype. Orthotic cuffs
are used as the attachment interface, and the sliding frames located at thigh and
shank can be adjusted to fit a range of users with different physical sizes. Addi-
tionally, this prototype is powered by external power supply source. The power
source and embedded controller board are placed at a remote station. Hence,
this prototype can be used as a standalone assistive device. The weight of the
single-leg version is around 5 kg, and the double-leg version is around 8 kg.
There are some drawbacks with the hardware of the first prototype. Firstly,
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Backpack： 
• Embedded Controller  
• Battery 
Hip Joint Actuator 
Digital Motor Drives 
Passive Ankle Joint 
Orthotic Cuffs 
Knee Joint Actuator 
Sliding Frames 
Figure 3.10: The second prototype of lower extremity assistive device
the weight of the entire device is supported by the user’s waist, which could easily
discomfort and fatigue the user. Secondly, it is not a standalone device with the
controller and battery backpack. Last but not least, the weight and the exterior
appearance can still be optimized and improved.
Taking into account of these factors, the improvements were made to the first
prototype to develop the second prototype as seen in Fig. 3.10. A passive ankle
joint with three degree-of-freedoms is designed to ground the weight of the device.
A backpack is included around the waist to carry the controller and the battery.
Finally, 3D printed covers are used to hide the wires and improve exterior appear-
ance, and the structures are also optimized to reduce the weight. The total weight
of the second prototype is around 11 kg. The total costs are less than S$30, 000,
which is much cheaper than those similar products available in the market.
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Figure 3.11: A model-based feedback friction compensation scheme for harmonic
drive actuator
3.2 Friction Compensation for Harmonic Drive
Actuator
As described in Section 3.1.2, the customized harmonic drive joint actuator
consists of a DC frameless high-torque motor with a high gear-ratio harmonic
drive. This joint actuator could provide high output torque, however, its design
also inherently introduces substantial internal friction. This would decrease the
back-drivability of the actuator under free motion. Moreover, the inherent friction
also affects the performance of the high-level controller. Therefore, prior to the
development of any high-level control algorithm, it is mandatory to perform the
low-level friction compensation for the harmonic drive joint actuator.
There is no output torque sensor employed in the current joint actuator design.
Therefore, the most straight forward solution of using torque feedback to com-
pensate friction cannot be applied. The friction compensation technique used in
this study is a model-based feedback friction compensation scheme [102]. Specif-
ically, we feed-forward the predicted friction torque to the controller using the
friction model obtained from multiple experiments, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The
exponential friction model is selected as the friction model. This model provides
a more general description of friction force, especially in the low velocity range as
it consists of the Stribeck effect. Stribeck effect is the phenomenon whereby the
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Figure 3.12: Frictional torque in a harmonic drive actuator (left knee joint) as
function of its rotational velocity
friction force in low-velocity range increases as a continuous function velocity as
the velocity decreases.
The exponential friction model has the following form
τf = (α0 + α1 exp−(θ˙/vs)2) sgn (θ˙) + α2θ˙ (3.1)
where τf is the predicted frictional torque, θ˙ refers to the rotational velocity of the
actuator, and α0, α1, α2 and vs are the four coefficients identified by experiments.
In particular, α0 represents the coefficient of Coulomb friction, α1 represents the
coefficient that describe the difference between the stiction and Coulomb friction,
α2 presents the coefficient of viscous friction, and vs refers to the Stribeck velocity
which is the velocity range where Stribeck effect is observed.
Fig. 3.12 depicts the friction torque to velocity data collected by experiments
conducted on the harmonic drive joint actuator from left knee joint. The mean
values of the measured torque are obtained from multiple experiments. They are
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used to perform the curve fitting in Curve Fitting Toolbox of Matlab to obtain
the unknown model coefficients.
It also can be observed from Fig. 3.12 that the friction-velocity map has a near
infinite slope at zero velocity. Such an slope causes high sensitivity to minor de-
formation of the motor and the noises in the velocity measurement, resulting in
chattering problems. This issue can be solved through modification of the friction-
velocity map through multiplication of the map by a term (1 − exp (−|θ˙|ks)) to
decrease the slope around zero velocity, where ks is the slope adjustment factor.
However, the decrease in the slope reduces the performance of friction compensa-
tion. Therefore, a compromise between friction compensation performance and
suppression of chattering is required to determine ks properly. ks is chosen by
trial and error through experiments. Table 3.4 shows the final fitting coefficients
of the exponential model for different joint actuators. Once the friction model
coefficients are obtained, then they can be implemented in the feedback friction
compensation scheme, as shown in Fig. 3.11, and nearly complete friction com-
pensation can be attained.
Table 3.4: Fitting coefficients of exponential friction model for each joint actuator
Parameter Left Hip Left Knee Right Hip Right Knee
α0 [Nm] 1.4950 0.8440 1.0600 0.9682
α1 [Nm] 0.4392 0.2349 0.4906 0.2869
α2 [Nm rad
−1 s] 0.4731 0.4327 0.5090 0.4777
vs [rad s
−1] 0.0480 0.0427 0.0768 0.0443
ks[rad
−1 s] 300 300 300 300
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3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the design considerations for developing a light-weight, wearable
lower extremity assistive device are firstly discussed, namely the degree of freedom,
range of motion, power and torque requirements, adjustability and attachment.
Then the joint harmonic drive actuator design and electrical architecture are pre-
sented. Based on these design considerations, two prototype versions of lower
extremity assistive device are successfully developed in the lab. Lastly, the fric-
tion compensation scheme for the harmonic drive joint actuator are also studied.
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In this chapter, the Function Approximation Techniques (FAT) based adap-
tive gait trajectory tracking control strategy will be presented. It intends to
aid those stroke patients who are in the early stage of rehabilitation to perform
passive gait training. Preliminary evaluations through simulation and physical
implementation will also be presented. This remainder of this chapter will be
structured as follows. Section 4.1 will give a brief introduction. Section 4.2 will
derive a simplified dynamics model for controller derivation and simulation pur-
poses. Section 4.3 will present hip and knee reference trajectory generation using
Fourier series fitting method. Then in Section 4.4, the FAT-based adaptive con-
trol scheme will be developed. This control scheme will be tested and verified by
hip and knee trajectory tracking performance through simulations in Section 4.5
and physical implementation on a healthy subject in Section 4.6, respectively.
Lastly, Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
The position-controlled passive gait training is well suited for the stroke pa-
tients who are in the early stage of rehabilitation. Most commercialized assistive
devices for gait rehabilitation have adopted this kind of position-controlled gait
training. Hence, for our developed assistive device, the gait trajectory tracking
control strategy using the position-based controller will be firstly developed.
The proportional-derivative (PD) computed torque controller is a widely appli-
cable position controller in robotics. However, its accuracy is dependent on the
precision of dynamics model. In this application, the assistive device could be
attached to various users, making it difficult to obtain a precise dynamics model
with different users. Even though the dynamics model is satisfactorily accurate,
some parameters of interest such as the center of link mass and the moment of
inertia cannot be precisely measured in reality. Due to this shortcoming, dif-
ferent adaptive control approaches are proposed, among which Slotine and Li’s
approach [103] has been widely used because it gets rid of acceleration feedback
and avoids singularity problem. Nonetheless, it still needs to derive regressor ma-
trix, and the derivation of this matrix is usually tedious and its computation in real
applications is quite time-consuming. Huang and Chen [104, 105] proposed an-
other adaptive controller based on function approximation techniques, which is a
regressor free and computation-efficient adaptive control approach. This adaptive
controller has demonstrated its feasibility in the control of industrial robot manip-
ulators [106]. In this chapter, we would apply this FAT-based adaptive controller
to the lower extremity assistive device for passive gait rehabilitation training and
demonstrate its feasibility via simulation and physical implementation.
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4.2 Dynamics Modelling
The developed assistive device is actuating on the hip and knee joint. We as-
sume it is perfectly fixed with human thigh and shank. Hence, it can be consid-
ered that the human lower limb and the assistive device is one entire system, and
the human active joint torques can act as external torques to this system. Under
these assumptions, the system dynamics model can be greatly simplified. This
simplified model will only be employed for controller derivation and simulation
purposes. The adaptive controller design in Section 4.4 does not depend on this
model. Additionally, it is assumed that the user’s torso is suspended to allow for
passive gait training.
The coordinate frames are defined as shown in Fig. 4.1. With regards to Steiner’s
Theorem [107], masses can be concentrated at the center of the link, and the equiv-
alent masses are denoted as m1 and m2. The joint angular variables are defined
as θ = [θ1, θ2]
T , the actuator torques are denoted as τ = [τ1, τ2]
T , and the human
active joint torques are denoted as τh = [τh1, τh2]
T . Finally, the length of the links
are denoted by L1 and L2, respectively.
The dynamics model of this two link limb-device system in the joint space has
the following form
D(θ)θ¨ + C(θ, θ˙)θ˙ +G(θ) = τ + τh (4.1)
where D(θ) ∈ R2×2 represents the joint-space inertia matrix, C(θ, θ˙) ∈ R2×2
denotes the Centripetal and Coriolis matrix, and G(θ) ∈ R2 represents the gravi-
tational components.
Through the Euler-Lagrange approach (derivation procedures seen in Appendix),
the matrices D(θ), C(θ, θ˙), and G(θ) can be derived as
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Figure 4.1: A simplified two link model
D(θ) =
















−12m2L1L2 sin θ2θ˙2 −12L1L2 sin θ2(θ˙1 + θ˙2)1
2
m2L1L2 sin θ2θ˙1 0
 (4.3)
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G(θ) =
(12m1gL1 +m2gL1) sin θ1 + 12m2gL2 sin(θ1 + θ2)1
2
m2gL2 sin(θ1 + θ2)
 (4.4)
4.3 Gait Trajectory Generation
Implementing position-based gait trajectory tracking control strategy requires
the desired gait trajectories to be specified. Therefore, the reference gait trajec-
tories will be obtained before the development of the controller. In this work,
we use the normal hip and knee gait trajectories from healthy subjects that are
provided by reference [108]. One cycle of hip or knee gait trajectory can be ap-
proximated by fifteen terms of Fourier series as described in Eq. (4.5), where a0,
aj, bj and w (j = 1 · · · 7) are curve fitting parameters obtained through Matlab, x
represents the gait cycle, and θhip/knee denotes the gait angle in degrees. Table 4.1
shows the Fourier series parameters for hip and knee points, and Fig. 4.2 shows
the fitting results. It is observed that good fitting results with small errors can
be obtained through this approach.
Table 4.1: Fourier series fitting results
Parameters a0 a1 b1 a2 b2 a3 b3 a4
Hip 17.63 20.16 -3.356 -3.09 -1.422 0.02337 1.325 -0.1398
Knee 25.59 -3.313 -18.79 -12.84 6.821 -0.3184 3.738 -0.8908
Parameters b4 a5 b5 a6 b6 a7 b7 w
Hip -0.1995 0.02123 0.1208 0.09569 0.05315 -0.09582 -0.07109 6.28
Knee 0.3473 -0.5027 0.422 -0.1007 0.09104 0.05284 -0.02913 6.28
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Figure 4.2: Normal gait trajectory fitting results: normal hip and knee trajec-
tories are plotted in red dashed lines, and fitting hip and knee trajectories are
plotted in blue solid lines
In order to fit the trajectories to various subjects and alter the gait cycle time,
several terms of parameters were incorporated to yield the final desired gait tra-
jectories θd in Eq. (4.6), whereby A represents amplitude scaling, B represents
amplitude offset, and T represents gait cycle time. These parameters can be ad-
justed by users. The achieved trajectories as well as their first and second order





4.4 FAT-based Adaptive Controller
This gait trajectory tracking control applies for those stroke patients who are
in early stage of rehabilitation or are severely affected by the stroke. Hence, we
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can assume they are completely passive, and the human active torques would be
zeros. The dynamics model Eq. (4.1) from Section 4.2 can be further simplified
to the following Eq. (4.7) for controller derivation.
D(θ)θ¨ + C(θ, θ˙)θ˙ +G(θ) = τ (4.7)
The desired reference gait trajectory obtained from Section 4.3 is represented
by θd, while the tracking error is denoted as e = θ − θd. A new error vector is
defined as s = e˙ + Λe, where Λ = diag(λ1, λ2) with λi > 0 (i = 1, 2). By this
definition, the convergence of e can be implied from the convergence of s. The
dynamics model Eq. (4.7) can be rewritten as
Ds˙+ Cs+G+Dθ¨d −DΛe˙+ Cθ˙d − CΛe = τ (4.8)
Suppose the model parameters can be known, an intuitive model based con-
troller can be selected as
τ = Dθ¨d −DΛe˙+ Cθ˙d − CΛe+G−Kds (4.9)
where Kd is a diagonal positive definite matrix.
Hence, the closed-loop system becomes
Ds˙+ Cs+Kds = 0 (4.10)
Define a Lyapunov function candidate as V =
1
2
sTDs, and then V˙ = −sTKds+
1
2
sT (D˙− 2C)s. Since D˙− 2C is skew-symmetric, V˙ = −sTKds ≤ 0 with Kd as a
diagonal positive definite matrix. It can be proved that s is uniformly bounded
and square integrable, and s˙ is uniformly bounded. Hence, s → 0 as t → ∞.
Therefore, the tracking error e converges asymptotically.
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The model parameters D, C and G are unknown and also not easy to obtain
in real-life applications. A modified controller based on the estimation can be
constructed as Eq. (4.11) as long as some proper update laws for the estimates Dˆ,
Cˆ and Gˆ can be designed.
τ = Dˆθ¨d − DˆΛe˙+ Cˆθ˙d − CˆΛe+ Gˆ−Kds (4.11)
If we further denote v = θ˙d − Λe, the controller can be rewritten as
τ = Dˆv˙ + Cˆv + Gˆ−Kds (4.12)
Hence, the closed-loop system can be represented as
Ds˙+ Cs+Kds = −D˜v˙ − C˜v − G˜ (4.13)
where D˜ = D − Dˆ, C˜ = C − Cˆ and G˜ = G− Gˆ are parameter estimation errors.
If proper update laws can be designed so that Dˆ → D, Cˆ → C and Gˆ → G,
then e→ 0 can be concluded from Eq. (4.13). In the FAT-based adaptive control,
function approximation techniques are used to represent the estimates Dˆ, Cˆ and
Gˆ with the assumption that sufficient numbers of basis function are employed.
Dˆ = Wˆ TDZD
Cˆ = Wˆ TCZC
Gˆ = Wˆ TGZG
(4.14)
where WˆD, WˆC and WˆG denote the estimated weighting matrices, and ZD, ZC and
ZG denote the matrices of basis functions.
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The final controller Eq. (4.12) becomes





and the closed loop system dynamics can be represented as
Ds˙+ Cs+Kds = −W˜ TDZDv˙ − W˜ TCZCv − W˜ TGZG (4.16)
where W˜D = WD − WˆD, W˜C = WC − WˆC and W˜G = WG − WˆG.
Using Lyapunov stability analysis, the update laws can be obtained. The Lya-
punov candidate function is selected as













where QD, QC and QG denote the positive definite weighting gain matrices.
The time derivative of V along the trajectory of Eq. (4.16) can be calculated as
















Using the fact that the matrix D˙ − 2C is skew-symmetric, we can further have
V˙ =− sTKds− Tr[W˜ TD(ZDv˙Ts +QD ˙ˆWD)]
− Tr[W˜ TC (ZCvTs +QC ˙ˆWC)]− Tr[W˜ TG (ZGsT +QG ˙ˆWG)]
(4.19)
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Figure 4.3: FAT-based adaptive control scheme
The adaptive law can be selected as
˙ˆ
WD = −Q−1D ZDv˙Ts
˙ˆ
WC = −Q−1C ZCvTs
˙ˆ
WG = −Q−1G ZGsT
(4.20)
where v˙Ts = sv˙
T , vTs = sv
T .
The Eq. (4.19) becomes
V˙ = −sTKds (4.21)
If Kd is properly chosen as diagonal positive definite matrix, then V˙ < 0 and
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the stability can be guaranteed.
Two critical conclusions for the FAT-based adaptive controller can be derived:
• Tracking errors e converge to zeros asymptotically.
• Estimates Dˆ, Cˆ and Gˆ are bounded. Their convergence depends on the
persistent excitation condition of input.
The entire implementation diagram of this FAT-based adaptive control approach
is shown in Fig. 4.3. For simulation, there is no need to consider friction com-
pensation. Additionally, no model parameters, acceleration feedback or regressor
matrix computation are needed for the controller and adaptive update law, which
can greatly simplify its controller design and implementation.
4.5 Simulation Results
The FAT-based adaptive control algorithm was tested and verified firstly by sim-
ulation in Matlab/Simulink with the simplified model Eq. (4.7). The subject is
considered completely passive, and the active torques are simulated with Gaussian
white noise (mean = 0 and variance = 1). The model parameters were selected
as m1 = 10(kg), m2 = 6(kg), and L1 = L2 = 0.4(m). The initial conditions
were set to θ = [25, 0]T and θ˙ = [0, 0]. For the desired trajectories in Eq. (4.6),
A = 1, B = 0, and T = 3(s). The controller described in Eq. (4.11) was employed
in conjunction with the gain matrices Kd = diag(100, 20) and Λ = diag(30, 20).
Eleven terms of Fourier series were selected as the basis functions for approxima-
tion, and the initial weighting matrices were assigned to be zero matrices. The
weighting gain matrices used in the adaptive update law Eq. (4.20) were selected
as Q−1D = 10
−5I44, Q−1C = 10
−5I44, and Q−1G = 10
−4I22. The actuator saturation
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Figure 4.4: SIM Tracking performance for hip and knee joint (reference trajec-
tories are plotted in solid lines, and tracking trajectories are plotted in dashed
lines)





























Figure 4.5: SIM Output torques of hip and knee actuator
torques were set to be 50 Nm, which is less than actuator maximum momentary
torque 55 Nm. The results of the simulation are shown from Fig. 4.4 to Fig. 4.6.
Fig. 4.4 shows the tracking performance of the hip and knee gait trajectories.
It can be observed that the hip and knee joint trajectories can converge accurately
and fast to the desired reference trajectories, irrespective of the fact that the initial
angle position errors are large. Additionally, there are no observed undesired
overshoots or oscillations.
Fig. 4.5 shows the hip and knee joint actuator output torques. In the transient
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Figure 4.6: SIM FAT adaptive gains for D, C and G matrices
state, the actuator output torques are quite high due to the large initial tracking
errors. Hip joint actuator even reaches to the saturation torque 50 Nm momently.
Nonetheless, in steady state, both the hip and knee joint actuator torques fall be-
low the saturation torque. Additionally, it is observed that the hip joint actuator
is required to output higher torque.
Lastly, Fig. 4.6 shows the parameter estimation performance using function ap-
proximation. They are all bounded as desired. All the above simulation results
imply that this FAT-based adaptive control algorithm can be potentially imple-
mented in real-time applications for passive rehabilitation training.
4.6 Implementation Results
This control scheme was then implemented in the sbRIO embedded controller
through Labview programming. One young healthy subject wore the single-leg
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Figure 4.7: REAL Tracking performance for hip and knee joint (reference tra-
jectories are plotted in solid lines, and tracking trajectories are plotted in dashed
lines)


























Figure 4.8: REAL Output torques of hip and knee actuator
lower extremity assistive device and walked on the treadmill at a speed of 0.8 km/h
during the experiment. The ‘impaired’ leg attached to the device was required
not to exert any hip and knee torques during walking. This was because the
subject was taken as a passive wearer, akin to early-stage stroke patients. The
reference trajectories described in Eq. (4.6) were selected as A = 1, B = 0,
and T = 3 (s). The control loop rate was set to be 200 Hz. The controller
envisioned in Eq. (4.15) was applied with the gain matrices of Kd = diag(5, 5) and
Λ = diag(20, 10). Eleven terms of Fourier series with period time 5 s was selected
as the basis functions for approximation. The initial weighting matrices were
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Figure 4.9: REAL FAT adaptive gains for D, C and G matrices
assigned to be zero matrices. The weighting gain matrices in the adaptive update
law Eq. (4.20) were selected as Q−1D = 10
−4I44, Q−1C = 10
−4I44, and Q−1G = 10
−4I22.
The actuator saturation torques were set to be 25 Nm to guarantee safety. The
implementation results with the assistive device are elaborated from Fig. 4.7 to
Fig. 4.9.
Fig. 4.7 shows the tracking performance of hip and knee gait trajectories. It
is observed that the hip and knee joint can track the reference gait trajectories
precisely with acceptable errors. Essentially, perfect tracking control is not de-
sired for the assistive device, since it might be too rigid and threaten the wearer’s
safety.Also, there are no overshoots or oscillations observed.
Fig. 4.8 shows the hip and knee joint actuator output torques. Both of the ac-
tuator output torques are below the preset saturation torque 25 Nm. In addition,
it is observed that the hip actuator needs to provide higher torque.
Lastly, Fig. 4.9 shows the parameter estimation performance for D, C and G
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matrices using function approximation. They are all bounded as anticipated. All
the above implementation results are consistent with the simulation results, which
verify that this FAT-based adaptive control algorithm can be used for passive gait
rehabilitation training.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a FAT-based adaptive gait trajectory tracking control strategy
is developed to control the assistive device for passive gait rehabilitation training.
The feasibility of this control algorithm is firstly verified by the tracking perfor-
mance of hip and knee joint trajectories via simulation. Then this algorithm is
implemented along with friction compensation on the assistive device and assessed
on one healthy subject. Both simulation and implementation results show that
this FAT-based adaptive control algorithm has the potential to be used for passive
gait rehabilitation training. The advantage of this controller is that it does not
need acceleration feedback and regressor matrix computation.
With the gait trajectory tracking approach, the subjects cannot actively modify
their leg’s movements. Hence, it is only applicable to the stroke patients who are
in early stage of rehabilitation. For those patients who have already obtained
some voluntary motor control capabilities, it would limit the possibility of motor
learning and may also result in discomfort during usage. To address this short-
coming, a functional task-based impedance control algorithm based on the virtual





In this chapter, a function task-based impedance control algorithm based on the
virtual gait period sequence will be presented. This controller intends to assist
the stroke patients who have regained some voluntary motor control capabilities
to carry on rehabilitative gait training. Compared with the previous gait trajec-
tory tracking approach, this controller will introduce compliance to the assistive
device using impedance control techniques, and the compliance can be easily cus-
tomized for each individual both in the whole gait cycle and in each virtual gait
period by adjusting the assistance levels. This chapter will be structured as fol-
lows: Section 5.1 will present a brief introduction. Section 5.2 will propose the
functional task-based impedance controller based on virtual gait period sequence.
Section 5.3 will describe the experimental protocols and data analysis. Section 5.4
will present the experimental results on the healthy subjects and some discussions
will also be provided. Lastly, Section 5.5 will summarize this chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
Early robotic assistive devices such as the Lokomat were entirely passively po-
sition controlled. The assistive device simply moved the patient’s legs to follow
a fixed and rigid gait pattern, and the patient could not adjust their movements
actively. This made it only applicable in the early rehabilitation stage for acute
stroke patients. However, the strong guidance from the assistive device does not
provide an ideal training ground for those stroke patients capable of some volun-
tary motor control. If the patients are allowed to behave completely passive all
the time, it will limit the possibility of motor learning for them. To resolve this
shortcoming, control strategies to promote active gait training are being devel-
oped, among which impedance control is the most commonly used approach.
Various impedance control approaches applied to the existing gait training de-
vices have been reviewed in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2. The majority of these
approaches still use the classical impedance control, which relies on the reference
gait trajectories to produce assistive force. Essentially, they are still point-by-
point trajectory tracking just with adjustable compliance. The patient might
feel their assistive or resistive torques if they lag behind or lead the predefined
trajectory of equilibrium points.
Conventional manually assisted treadmill gait training delivered by physical
therapists has been proved effective in improving gait for neurological patients [109,
110]. If we observe the training process, it can be found that the therapists con-
centrate more on providing necessary assistance to the patient’s legs and thus help-
ing them achieve the walking gait functionality instead of simply track a fixed gait
pattern. Actually, there are no rigid gait trajectories in the mind of physical ther-
apists, so the gait training provided by them is not point-by-point based. To best
mimic the physical therapist’s gait training, the assistance should not be generated
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based on the entire reference gait trajectories like the classical impedance control.
Recent simulation and experimental studies [111, 112] showed that level walking
consists of some basic sub-tasks (e.g., body weight support, forward propulsion
or foot clearance). For stroke survivors, each of these subtasks can be impaired
to some degree without affecting others. Therefore, it would be more meaningful
to generate task-specific impedance-based assistance during gait training. In the
present study, we will propose to use a functional task-based impedance control
based on virtual gait period sequence. In this controller, the assistance will be
provided in the virtual gait period level using the Virtual Model Control (VMC)
framework [69], and the objectives are to directly achieve the specific functionality
for each gait period. Hence, it would behaves much more like the therapist’s gait
training. Preliminary evaluations will be carried on with healthy participants to
validate its performance.
5.2 Functional Task-based Impedance Controller
We will firstly look into the subdivision of the normal walking gait cycle since
the proposed controller is greatly related the knowledge. It is widely accepted
that a basic human gait cycle during level walking can be categorized into two
major gait phases: stance phase and swing phase. The stance phase is when
the foot is in contact with the ground and the swing phase is when the foot is
in the air. Each gait phase can be further generalized into a periodic sequence
of events. These events are also known as gait periods. While there is a debate
as to how many sections the gait cycle should be divided into, six major periods
will be presented in this work. They are Early Stance (ESt), Mid Stance (MSt),
Late Stance (LSt), Early Swing (ESw), Mid Swing (MSw) and Late Swing (LSw)
for a single limb [92, 113]. Fig. 5.1 illustrates these six gait periods in details.
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Gait Phases
% of Gait Cycle
Gait Period
Stance Phase Swing Phase
0% 12% 62% 72% 85% 100%
ESt MSt LSt ESw MSw LSw
Gait Cycle
50%
Figure 5.1: Normal walking cycle for a single limb illustrating major gait phases,
subdivided gait periods and their starting and ending percentage [92]. The red
arrows indicate the intended motion in the coming gait period for hip and knee
joint
Table 5.1: Gait periods and functions
Gait Period Functions
ESt Loading, weight transfer
MSt Support of entire body weight, center of mass moving forward
LSt Unloading and preparing for swing
ESw Foot clearance
MSw Limb advances in front of body
LSw Limb deceleration, preparation for weight transfer
Different gait periods have different functional requirements as summarized in
Table 5.1. Based on the functionality in each gait period, the intended motion of
the limb in that specific gait period could be determined.
From the above analysis, we understand that different gait periods have dif-
ferent gait functional requirements. Therefore, it is postulated that if we can
generate a virtual gait period sequence and then in each virtual gait period, a
simple impedance-based assistance controller can be designed to generate the cor-
rect assistive joint torque to achieve that specific gait period functionality, overall
the normal gait pattern can be possibly achieved in the whole gait cycle. As the
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Figure 5.2: Functional task-based impedance control architecture
impedance-based assistance is produced based on gait period task functionality, it
is referred to as “functional task-based impedance control” in this work.
Fig. 5.2 shows this functional task-based impedance control architecture on three
different levels. The low level control made the output torque track the desired
input torque via a PID control algorithm implemented in torque mode of the mo-
tor driver. The high level control handled with higher level control, monitoring,
and data logging on a PC. The functional task-based impedance control with fric-
tion compensation was implemented in the middle level in the embedded sbRIO
controller, which was the main focus of this work. The realization of this control
are twofold. Firstly, the virtual gait period generator can produce a virtual gait
period sequence for a whole gait cycle. The cycle time could be set by the user,
and the virtual gait periods from early stance to late swing are generated based on
their timing percentages (see Fig. 5.1) in a gait cycle. Next, in each virtual gait
period, an impedance-based controller was utilized to generate the assistive joint
torque. Specifically, the torque of each joint was modulated with an impedance
property which consists of a unidirectional passive spring and damper character-
istic with a fixed equilibrium position, as described by the following equation
τi = ki(θ − θ0i) + biθ˙ (5.1)
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Table 5.2: Impedance parameters under 100% assistance
Gait Period
k(Nm/deg) b(Nm/deg s−1) θ0(deg)
Hip Knee Hip Knee Hip Knee
ESt 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.0 −5.0
MSt 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.05 0.0 −5.0
LSt 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 30.0 0.0
ESw 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.05 30.0 50.0
MSw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LSw 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.0 0.0
where the joint torque τi in the i
th virtual gait period, is related to the input joint
angular position θ and angular velocity θ˙ through the stiffness term ki, viscosity
term bi, and equilibrium angle θ0i, respectively. Additionally, an assistance per-
centage factor denoted as Assisti can be introduced to multiply the above joint
torque τi, which can be use to adjust the assistance levels in each virtual gait
period. The assistance level Assisti can be selected from 0% to 100%. Under
100% of assistance level, the impedance parameters (see Table 5.2) are properly
tuned and selected to specify the maximum assistance.
The direction of assistive torque at each joint and within each virtual gait period
is presented in Table 5.3. If the joint is in extension, the assistive torque is zero
when the computed τi is less than zero. On the other hand, for the joint in
flexion, the assistive torque is zero when the computed τi is greater than zero. The
assistive torque for joints in neutral mode is set zero. In this way, the generated
torque in each virtual gait period can be guaranteed not hinder the movements in
that specific virtual gait period.
After resolving the problem of generating assistance for each independent vir-
tual gait period, we need to consider how to transit the assistance between two
adjoining virtual gait periods. Since different fixed equilibrium positions are em-
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Table 5.3: Direction of assistive torque of joints for each virtual gait period
No. Gait Period
Direction of Assistive Torque at Joint
Hip Knee
1 ESt Extension Extension
2 MSt Neutral Extension
3 LSt Flexion Neutral
4 ESw Flexion Flexion
5 MSw Neutral Neutral
6 LSw Extension Extension
ployed for different virtual gait periods, the generated assistive torques will be
jerky during the transition. Therefore, some smoothing techniques are required
to smooth the generated torque profiles. In this work, a sigmoid function is in-
troduced to smooth this transition effect during each transition to fade away the
previous torque while fading in the desired assistive torque at its current state.
The sigmoid function is
y =
1
1 + exp{−A˜(t− T˜ )} (5.2)
where t denotes the time elapsed since the previous transition. A˜ and T˜ are the
parameters to adjust the steepness and time shift of the function, respectively.
Fig. 5.3 shows the output of the sigmoid function, with the parameters A˜ and T˜
being set to 50 and 0.1, respectively.
The torque with the sigmoid fading is
τimp = (1− y)τprev + yτcurr (5.3)
where τimp denotes the smoothed assistive torque, τprev denotes the assistive torque
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Figure 5.3: Sigmoid function used to smooth the torque profile
from the previous virtual gait period and τcurr denotes the assistive torque in
the current virtual gait period. The final desired torque τd is the sum of the
smoothed assistive torque τimp and the friction compensation torque τf , which
will be provided to the subject (see Fig. 5.2).
5.3 Experimental Study with Healthy Subjects
An experimental study was carried out on healthy subjects to preliminarily
evaluate the functional task-based impedance control. The experiments involved
three volunteer young male subjects (age range 27 − 29 years, weight 60 ± 5 kg,
height 1.70 ± 0.05 m). None of them have previously shown any orthopedic or
neurological disorders. All the participants were informed about the purpose of
the experiments and consent forms were signed before conducting the experiments.
Fig. 5.4 shows the setup of the experiment. At the beginning of each experi-
ment, the length segments of the assistive device were adjusted to fit the physical
characteristics of each individual (e.g., height, size, etc.). The joint angle of the
assistive device was initialized to zero when the subject was in a natural upright
standing posture before each walking trial begun. A general familiarization pro-
cess was needed for each subject. The subject was instructed to walk on the
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Figure 5.4: The experimental setup: the subject was wearing the assistive device
and performing treadmill gait training with body weight support
treadmill to familiarize them with the assistive device that was operated in trans-
parent mode1. After the familiarization process, each subject would perform the
treadmill gait training under the assisted conditions with body weight support.
During the gait training, the subjects were required not to exert joint torques to
guarantee that the achieved gait pattern could only be attributed to the assistance
of the device.
The experimental study consisted of two experiments. The first experiment
involved one healthy subject to assess the control performance under different
assistance levels both in the whole gait cycle and in certain virtual gait periods.
The gait training was performed only on the left leg while the right leg operated
1Transparent mode means the assistive device is operated with friction compensation only.
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in transparent mode. Three walking trials were performed:
• In the 1st walking trial, the assistance levels for the whole gait cycle were
slowly adjusted from 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% to 80% every few
seconds.
• In the 2nd walking trial, the assistance levels for flexion motion (correspond-
ing virtual gait period early swing) were slowly adjusted from 0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, to 80% every few seconds. For other virtual gait periods, the assis-
tance levels keep constant 50%.
• In the 3rd walking trial, the assistance levels for extension motion (cor-
responding virtual gait period late swing and early stance) were slowly ad-
justed from 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, to 80% every few seconds. For other virtual
gait periods, the assistance levels keep constant 50%.
For all the walking trials above, the virtual gait period sequence, joint kinemat-
ics and assistive torques were recorded. The second experiment was designed to
further validate the control performance among three different healthy subjects.
The gait training was performed on both legs with body weight support. Assis-
tance levels were adjusted in the whole gait cycle from 20%, 40%, 60%, to 80%.
Under each assistance level, the walking duration last for five minutes. The joint
kinematics and assistive torques were recorded, and then normalized in terms of
percentage of the gait cycles. Mean and standard deviation values were calculated
for analysis.
For all the walking trials, the virtual gait cycle time was set to 2 s. The control
loop and data collection rate for the NI sbRIO real-time controller of the assistive
device was set to 250 Hz.
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20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
Figure 5.5: REAL Results under different assistance levels for the whole gait
cycle
5.4 Results and Discussions
In this section, we present the preliminary results of the functional task-based
impedance control strategy. The presented data were obtained from the above
two experiments, and the virtual gait periods are labelled as follows: ESt = 1,
MSt = 2, LSt = 3, ESw = 4, MSw = 5 and LSw = 6.
Fig. 5.5 shows the results of joint angles and torques under different assistance
levels for the whole gait cycle. It can be observed that a periodic virtual gait
period sequence with cycle time 2 s can be generated. Based on this virtual
gait period sequence, continuous and smooth hip and knee flexion and extension
torques have been produced, and proper gait patterns similar to normal walking
gait have been achieved. Additionally, the assistive torques can be modulated by
adjusting the assistive levels. Under low assistance level of 20%, the generated
flexion and extension torques are low (≤ 10 Nm). Thus, the corresponding joint
flexion and extension angles are also small. This shows that the device behaves
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Figure 5.6: REAL Results under different assistance levels for the flexion motion
quite compliant. With the assistance level increasing, the generated flexion and
extension torques increase accompanied by an increase in the maximal hip flexion
and knee flexion angle. When the assistance level reaches 80%, the hip and knee
flexion torques increase to approximately 30 Nm and extension torques nearly
to 40 Nm. The hip and knee flexion angles also attain their maximum values,
approximately 30 degrees and 80 degrees respectively. Afterwards the subject
also reported an apparent feeling of increased assistance from the device. From
the results, it can be concluded that the assistance levels from the device can be
customized in the whole gait cycle.
Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 present the results of joint angles and torques under different
assistance levels for the flexion motion and the extension motion, respectively.
The assistive joint torques and the corresponding gait patterns can be properly
produced based on the virtual gait period sequence, which is similar to the results
from Fig. 5.5. In the second experiment, the assistance for flexion motion was only
modulated in early swing. Hence, it can be observed that under 0% assistance,
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80%
Figure 5.7: REAL Results under different assistance levels for the extension
motion
the hip and knee flexion torque in early swing is also zero, and the hip and knee
flexion angles are small. There is low hip flexion torque (around 5 Nm) observed,
this is due to the flexion assistance in late stance. With the increase in assistance,
the hip and knee flexion torques increase as well while the hip and knee extension
torques almost keep constant 20 Nm. Under the assistance level 80%, the hip and
knee flexion torques in early swing reach 40 Nm and 20 Nm respectively. The hip
and knee flexion angles reach to their maximum values, approximately 30 degrees
and 80 degrees respectively. From the results for the extension motion, similar
results can be obtained. The extension motion can be modulated by adjusting
the relevant assistance levels while the flexion motion would not be affected. The
hip and knee extension torques can be more than 30 Nm under assistance level
80%. Overall, from these results, it can be concluded that the assistance levels
from the device can also be customized in certain gait periods.
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Figure 5.8: REAL Average joint trajectories and assistive joint torques from all
gait cycles for three subjects (assistance level labeled as: green-20%, red-40%,
blue-60%, black-80%). All plots show ±1 standard deviations in lighter colored
bands.
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Lastly, Fig. 5.8 depicts the mean and the standard deviations within±1 intervals
of the joint angles and assistive joint torques under different assistance levels in
the whole the gait cycle for all three healthy subjects. The results are consistent
among different healthy subjects. It is observed that the assistive joint torques
can be easily adjusted by assistance levels. Under lower assistance, the gait tra-
jectories are more compliant. As the assistive torques increase, the angles of hip
extension, hip flexion and knee flexion also increase, and the gait patterns would
be more rigid and would resemble the normal walking gait. The above results
indicate that the proposed approach is capable of customizing the compliance for
each individual by tuning the assistance levels.
There are significant benefits for this functional task-based impedance control.
Conceptually, gait is made up of different gait periods that all have to be accom-
plished successfully to progress without failing. However, for stroke survivors,
some gait periods can be impaired to some degree while others might be unaf-
fected. Since the proposed controller can adjust the assistance independently in
gait period level, the patients can be left free to perform the non-impaired gait pe-
riods while the assistive device only provides support in performing the impaired
gait periods. This feature makes it quite similar to the physical therapist’s gait
training and allow the patients to focus on training on the certain gait periods
that are impaired. This cannot be achieved using the conventional impedance
controllers.
The approach presented in this study can be best compared to the “virtual tun-
nel” force-field control approach, which has been implemented in the ALEX [39]
and the Lokomat [31]. There are two major differences between the above men-
tioned control and the proposed functional task-based impedance control in this
study. First, both the ALEX and the Lokomat use some sort of support that
potentially helps the ankle, or joint, move along the trajectory. If the subject
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deviates from the user-defined range of desired trajectory, the subject would be
pushed towards the path until within the desired trajectory. The impedance and
assistance modulation is achieved by adjusting the user-defined range of desired
trajectory, which is also called “virtual tunnel”. However, this sort of impedance
modulation could only be performed in the whole gait cycle. Within the pro-
posed functional task-based impedance control strategy, the impedance can be
modulated both in the whole gait cycle just like the force-field control approach,
and also in each gait period individually. Second, both studies use the “virtual
tunnel” that lifts the ankle [39], or increases joint angles [31], but can also do
the opposite when the subject leads the reference. For our proposed approach, a
unidirectional spring and damper model was used. Thus the generated assistance
is intended to support the subject in achieving the desired movements in each gait
period, and not hinder the movements. In contrast to the force-field assistance,
the assistance in gait periods is an end-point-based-control strategy instead of a
trajectory-based-control strategy.
It should be acknowledged that this is only a preliminary study mainly evaluat-
ing control performance of the proposed functional task-based impedance control
algorithm on healthy subjects. A pilot study is still needed to validate its rehabil-
itation effectiveness on actual stroke patients. Moreover, the assistance levels are
currently adjusted manually. Some adaptive control algorithms can be employed
to modulate the assistance based on the user’s real-time walking performance.
5.5 Chapter Summary
In summary, the proposed functional joint assistive torque controller presented
in this chapter can help to achieve normal gait pattern for gait training, and the
assistance both in the whole gait cycle and in each virtual gait period can be easily
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adjusted. This in turn will assist stroke patients who have some voluntary motor
control capabilities to continue gait rehabilitation training. The customization of
the assistance levels for the experiments reveals the ease in which the control can
be used to achieve life-like gait rehabilitation therapy.
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In the previous two chapters, two control strategies have been developed and
implemented mainly for rehabilitative gait training. In this chapter, a novel ap-
proach to functional task-based gait assistance control architecture and its prelim-
inary evaluations will be presented. This approach utilizes a Finite State Machine
(FSM) to implement a gait period detector to estimate the current gait period of
the user among the six major periods. Furthermore, an impedance-based con-
troller is used to produce the functional gait assistance at the hip and the knee
joint in each detected gait period. The goal of this control architecture is to
provide gait assistance for the impaired persons in order to reduce the walking
efforts in their daily living. The performance of this approach is investigated on
the single-leg lower extremity assistive device with a group of healthy subjects
walking on a treadmill. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows:
Section 6.1 will give a brief introduction. In Section 6.2, it will introduce the
functional task-based gait assistance control architecture, which mainly consists
of a FSM-based gait period detector and an impedance-based assistance controller.
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Then Section 6.3 will describe the experimental protocol and data analysis and
the experimental results of the proposed control architecture will be presented in
Section 6.4. Lastly, Section 5.5 will summarize this chapter.
6.1 Introduction
Over the years, research and development of wearable lower extremity assistive
devices has grown in leaps and bounds for impaired individuals seeking gait assis-
tance [114–120]. As covered in the literature review, there are several examples of
these devices that include ReWalk (Argo Medical Technologies, Israel) [53], Ekso
(Ekso Bionics, USA) [57], Hybrid Assistive Limb also known as HAL (Cyberdyne,
Japan) [50], and Vanderbilt exoskeleton (Vanderbilt University, USA) [60]. The
majority of these devices like the Rewalk, Ekso and Vanderbilt exoskeleton were
developed specifically for the restoration of mobility among paraplegic individuals.
The HAL was developed to aid the elderly or weaken patients in walking. It was
also capable of increasing the strength of an able-bodied individual [86]. Even
though some other robotic lower extremity assistive devices are still emerging,
controlling these devices to offer smooth and comfortable assistance to the user is
still a challenging problem, especially during walking. Additionally, it is crucial
that the control of these devices be user-oriented and intuitive during use, partic-
ularly for those impaired persons with some voluntary motor control capabilities.
Control of the existing robotic assistive devices primarily relies on the estimation
of the user’s movement intention. Existing devices can distinguish between dif-
ferent activity modes (sitting, standing and walking) through various approaches.
For example, based on the product information provided on the ReWalk website,
the device utilizes a wrist-mounted keypad to manually select between different
types of movements and a tilt-sensor to initialize walking steps. The Ekso can
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be controlled by a device operator who pushes buttons on a hand-held controller
to switch between different activity modes, and walking steps are triggered by the
forearm crutches worn by its user. Early vanderbilt exoskeleton relies on voice
command from the user and an operator to manually switch between different
movement states [60]. A recent research develops a finite state machine controller
based on the user’s upper body movement [61]. Once in walking activity mode,
these devices would be position-controlled to reproduce fixed and predefined gait
patterns, and the user cannot actively modify the walking movements. This has
been proven feasible for paraplegic patients since their lower limbs are paralyzed,
and the device is required to take over their muscle function completely. How-
ever, if the impaired person has some voluntary motor control while walking, this
method would induce discomfort on its user. In severe cases, the device might
resist the user’s gait motion if the user cannot synchronize with the it, which may
result in a fall. This problem can be mitigated if the user lets the device take
over the motion of his limbs. However, complete reliance on the support from
assistive device would lead to muscle atrophy [121] and limit motor learning [15]
and gait recovery.
This drawback can be addressed through the development of an autonomous
walking gait controller to realize the intended walking pattern of the users, which
enforces the robot to comply with their motions to provide assistance, if neces-
sary. There exist robotic devices that have already exploited gait phase detection
method to provide timely assistance during the user’s gaits. For instance, HAL 3
broadly classifies the walking cycle to support phase and swing phase based on
resistive force sensor threshold, and in each phase mode, constant torque is applied
to provide assistance to hip and knee joint [81]. More recently, HAL 5 applies a
similar resistive force sensor threshold based method to further divide the walking
motion into three phases: swing phase, landing phase and support phase [91].
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Reference hip and knee patterns from a healthy subject are used to generate the
assistive torques for each phase. However, above classification of the gait to two or
three phases is still an oversimplification considering that stance and swing phases
can still be further divided into several sub gait periods based on the walking gait
functionalities [92]. Moreover, the assistance controller based on constant torque
or reference gait patterns also cause some other issues. Constant assistance does
not consider the gait dynamics, and the user would feel unconformable. Refer-
ence pattern tracking based assistance still has synchronization problem, and the
user also cannot change the walking speed. Thus, the above gait phase detection
based assistance needs to be further improved.
The authors postulate that if the subdivided gait periods could be properly
detected, the intended action of the joints can be determined based on the func-
tionality of that specific gait period. As a result, the assistive device can provide
the required functional assistance in the appropriate direction at the gait period
level and would aid the user during level walking. Functional assistance will be
provided in an elegant way to prevent synchronization problems based on the
Virtual Model Control (VMC) framework [69] instead of reference gait patterns.
Several robust and reliable gait phase detection approaches have been proposed to
further divide stance and swing phases to subdivided gait periods [90, 122, 123].
However, these algorithms are mainly applied for gait monitoring, although these
studies also claim that they will be useful in improving control of the assistive de-
vice. To the authors’ best knowledge, no research tries to integrate the subdivided
gait period detection algorithms into the robotic assistive device for improving gait
assistance control to this date.
This work extends the function task-based impedance control in Chapter 5.
In the previous controller, a virtual gait period sequence was used to implement
the impedance controller, and it was employed to perform gait training. In the
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present work, it will utilize a FSM gait period detector to detect each gait period
and then functionally assist the user in each detected gait period during level
walking. It could be used as an autonomous controller to provide gait assistance.
The performance of this approach is evaluated on a group of healthy individuals
using the developed single-leg version assistive device. The experiments described
in this chapter attempt to deal with two key problems regarding the gait assistance
for level walking:
1. Does the proposed control architecture effectively provide functional hip and
knee assistance at each detected gait period based on the functionality re-
quirements of that specific gait period?
2. Does it help to reduce human physical effort if the functional gait assistance
can be provided?
6.2 Functional Task-based Gait Assistance Con-
trol Architecture
Fig. 6.1 shows the three-level hierarchy control architecture. The low level con-
trol made the output torque track the desired input torque via a PID control
algorithm implemented in torque mode of the motor driver. The middle level
control classified the gait periods using a FSM gait detector and obtained the
functional assistive torques based on an impedance-based control algorithm. The
friction compensation scheme for harmonic drive actuator and GRF signal pro-
cessing (low-pass filtered by a 4th order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency
4 Hz and then normalized to 0− 1) were also realized in this level. All the algo-
rithms in this level were implemented in the NI sbRIO real-time controller. The
high level control handled the higher level control, monitoring, and data logging
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Figure 6.1: Functional task-based gait assistance control architecture
on a PC. The control architecture above was implemented in joint-space. The
middle level control generates the desired joint torques τd, as a sum of functional
task-based impedance torques τimp and friction compensation torques τf . The
design of this level is the primary focus of this section.
6.2.1 FSM-based Gait Period Detector
In this work, the basic human gait cycle during level walking for a single limb is
still divided into six major gait periods, namely Early Stance (ESt), Mid Stance
(MSt), Late Stance (LSt), Early Swing (ESw), Mid Swing (MSw) and Late Swing
(LSw), as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Then a FSM is utilized to model the transitions
between various gait periods and their functional dependencies where each period
forms a discrete state in the FSM, as seen in Fig. 6.3. It is worth noting that
the gait period of a healthy individual transits sequentially during normal level
walking. This is due to the repetitive nature of gait patterns. It holds true as
long as the conditions for the state transition is properly set. Moreover, addi-
tional transition conditions between swing and stance states (i.e., t-1 and t-4) are
introduced to prevent states from entrapment. This can occur for a gait cycle if
the swing or the stance phase of the user terminates prematurely.
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Gait Phases
% of Gait Cycle
Gait Period
Stance Phase Swing Phase
0% 12% 62% 72% 85% 100%
ESt MSt LSt ESw MSw LSw
Gait Cycle
50%
Figure 6.2: Normal walking cycle for a single limb
Appropriate Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are selected to characterize the
probability of the subject in each gait period. The GMM classifier considers both
the mean and covariance of the sensor data to model a multivariate Gaussian
distribution [124] to evaluate its probability in each state. Moreover, its level
of complexity can be controlled based on the number of mixture components
defined by the designer. A small number of mixture components could be used
to achieve fast computational speed, and thus it can be easily implemented in
real-time applications. A similar approach was also applied to a powered lower
limb prosthesis [125].
A separate GMM is used to describe each gait period λk. The probability of
being in a certain gait period λk, for a given set of D-dimensional sensor measure-







−→x |−→µ ki , Cki ) (6.1)
where N is the number of components of the mixture model, ωki is the mixture
weight of the kth GMM for ith component, and gki (
−→x |−→µ ki , Cki ), is a multivariate
Gaussian probability density function for the kth GMM. Each component density
is a D-variate Gaussian function of the form
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of FSM-based gait detector for level walking
gki (





(−→x −−→µ ki )′(Cki )−1(−→x −−→µ ki )} (6.2)
where −→µ ki and Cki are the D × 1 mean vector and D ×D full covariance matrix,
respectively. The mixture weights satisfy the constraint of ΣNi=1ω
k




Each GMM is parameterized by the mean vectors, covariance matrices and
mixture weights from all component densities, given as
λk = {ωki ,−→µ ki , Cki }, i = 1, ..., N (6.3)
Given the training data and GMM configuration, Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm [127] is used to find the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates
of the parameters for each GMM. Table 6.1 shows the transition conditions for
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Table 6.1: Finite state transitions for level walking
Transitions Conditions
t1-2 p(−→x |λ2) > p(−→x |λ1)
t2-3 p(−→x |λ3) > p(−→x |λ2)
t3-4 p(−→x |λ4) > p(−→x |λ3)
t4-5 p(−→x |λ5) > p(−→x |λ4)
t5-6 p(−→x |λ6) > p(−→x |λ5)
t6-1 p(−→x |λ1) > p(−→x |λ6)
t-1 GRFtotal > GRFthres
t-4 GRFtotal < GRFthres
each gait period. The transition occurs when the probability for a given input
of sensor measurements, −→x , in the next gait period is higher than its probability
in the current gait period. Input sensor measurements include hip angle, knee
angle, front GRF, mid GRF and back GRF from the limb worn the device. The
additional transition conditions t-1 and t-4 are based on the total GRF which is
the sum of the three GRFs and a total-GRF threshold.
6.2.2 Impedance-based Assistance
After the gait period is determined, an assistive torque is applied in a manner
to help the subject achieve the intended joint motion in that specific gait period.
In this work, an impedance-based method [68] is used to generate the functional
assistive torque. The torque of each joint is modulated with an impedance prop-
erty which consists of a passive spring and a damper characteristic with a fixed
equilibrium position. A different set of impedance property is used at different
periods of a gait cycle.
Assistive torques are provided in the desired direction to help achieve the in-
tended motion at each gait period. This allows the device to assist the impaired
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Table 6.2: Direction of assistive torque of joints for each gait period
No. Gait Period
Direction of Assistive Torque at Joint
Hip Knee
1 ESt Extension Extension
2 MSt Neutral Extension
3 LSt Flexion Neutral
4 ESw Flexion Flexion
5 MSw Neutral Neutral
6 LSw Extension Extension
functional tasks to preserve the freedom of motion for unimpaired tasks to the
subjects.
Table 6.2 presents the direction of assistive torque at each joint and within each
gait period, as demonstrated in [92]. In each gait period, a simple unidirectional
impedance model for a joint is given by
τi = ki(θ − θ0i) + biθ˙ (6.4)
where the joint torques τi in the i
th gait period, are related to the input joint
angular position θ and angular velocity θ˙ through the stiffness term ki, damping
term bi, and equilibrium angle θ0i, respectively. If the direction of assistance is
in extension, the assistive joint torque is zero when the computed τi is less than
zero. On the other hand, for joint in flexion, the assistive torque is zero when the
computed τi is greater than zero. The assistive torque for joints in neutral mode
is set zero. The studies [125, 128, 129] apply a similar impedance-based approach
to a powered transferal prothesis to accomplish tasks such as sitting, standing,
walking, stair ascent and descent.
The implementation trials show that the switching between the states results in
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a rapid switching between their corresponding assistive torques. This causes un-
natural and jerky movements as the new assistance torques take effect. Therefore,
the same sigmoid function used in Section 5.2 is used to smooth this transition
effect during each transition to fade away the previous torque while fading in the
desired assistive torque at its current state. The sigmoid function is
y =
1
1 + exp{−A˜(t− T˜ )} (6.5)
where t is the time elapsed since the previous transition, and A˜ and T˜ are param-
eters to adjust the steepness and time shift of the function, respectively. A˜ and
T˜ is still set to 50 and 0.1, respectively.
The output torque with the sigmoid fading is
τimp = (1− y)τprev + yτcurr (6.6)
where τprev is the assistive torque from the previous gait period and τcurr is the
assistive torque in the current gait period. This smoothed torque τimp is the final
assistive torque provided to the subject.
6.3 Experimental Protocols and Data Analysis
6.3.1 Experimental Protocols
The training data collection and training process to parameterize GMM classi-
fier for each subject have been elaborated in the earlier work by Shen [20]. In this
thesis, only the experimental parts are the primary focus. It should be noted that
the training is performed under a constant speed of 1 km/h. After parameteriza-
tions are complete, the GMM-based FSM gait period detector can be implemented
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on the assistive device for online gait period detection. The impedance parame-
ters for each gait period can be customized to provide different levels of assistance
to individuals. However, the same set of calibrated impedance parameters are
used to simplify the evaluation in this work (see Table 6.3).
Table 6.3: Calibrated impedance parameters
Gait Period
k(Nm/deg) b(Nm/deg s−1) θ0(deg)
Hip Knee Hip Knee Hip Knee
ESt 0.4 0.2 0.04 0.02 0.0 −5.0
MSt 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.04 0.0 −5.0
LSt 0.4 0.0 0.04 0.0 30.0 0.0
ESw 0.4 0.4 0.04 0.04 30.0 50.0
MSw 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
LSw 0.4 0.2 0.04 0.02 0.0 0.0
Five healthy young subjects (four male and one female, age range 24-29 years,
weight 60 ± 9 kg, height 1.70 ± 0.048 m) volunteered to participate in the ex-
periments. None of them have previously shown any orthopedic or neurological
disorders. All the participants were informed about the purpose of the experi-
ments and signed consent forms before conducting the experiments.
The length segments of the assistive device were adjusted to fit the physical
characteristics of each individual (e.g., height, size, etc.). The joint angle of the
assistive device was initialized to zero when the subject is in a natural upright
standing posture before each walking trial begun. Each subject was familiarized
with the the assistive device by wearing and walking on the treadmill before the ex-
periment. After the familiarization process, each subject performed level walking
trials on the treadmill.
Two experiments are designed and performed. The first experiment evaluates
the performance of the gait period detector and assistance controller under three
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different treadmill speeds 1.0 km/h, 1.5 km/h and 2.0 km/h. Each time, one
healthy subject worn the device participates in this experiment and performs level
walking trials with assistance on the treadmill. Under each walking speed, the
walking trial lasts five minutes. The second experiment is designed to further
validate whether the proposed controller can provide functional gait assistance to
achieve normal walking gait and thus reduce physical efforts for different subjects.
A group of five participants are involved in this experiment and walk on the




A walking speed of 1.0 km/h is chosen as it is comparable to the walking speed of
impaired persons post stroke [130] and the GMM classifier is also trained under this
speed. The free walking trial serves as a control group, where the subject walks
without wearing the assistive device. In the unassisted trial, the subject wears
the assistive device in the transparent mode with only friction compensation for
harmonic drive actuator (see Section 3.2). Under the assisted trial, the subject
wears the assistive device with both friction compensation and functional gait
assistance.
Each walking trial lasts 15 minutes. Heart rate sensors (MN-01, Pulse Plus)
are used to measure the heart rate of each participant (i.e., the measurement of
physical exertion) in a 30 seconds intervals. Each subject rests for 30 minutes
before the start of each trial to ensure sufficient time for the heart rate to return
to baseline. The heartbeat of each individual (every 30 seconds for 15 minutes)
is measured before the commencement of the first trial (seated and calm) to de-
termine the resting heart rate.
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The control loop and data collection rate for the NI sbRIO real-time controller
of the assistive device is set to 250Hz for all the trials, and all the algorithms are
able to be completed within 4 ms.
6.3.2 Data Analysis
Joint kinematics, assistive torques from assisted trial and heart rates in resting,
free walking, unassisted and assisted trials for each subject are recorded. For the
joint kinematics and assistive torques, the heel strike events (triggered by back
GRF) are used to segment the data to separate steps. This helps realize the
variations among all the gait cycles for an individual. Furthermore, the duration
time between two consecutive heel strike events is utilized to normalize these values
in terms of the percentage of gait cycles. The mean and standard deviation of
these gait cycles are obtained for the analysis. For heart rates, the boxplots from
the four different trials are used for statistical analysis.
6.4 Results and Discussions
In this section, we present the preliminary results of the above control strategy.
In general, the effectiveness of the proposed control architecture is assessed by
determining whether it can effectively provide the corresponding functional task
based assistance in the intended motion and overall reduce human physical efforts.
Then the limitations of this study will also be discussed.
6.4.1 Experimental Results
Fig. 6.4 shows three samples of 20 seconds representative data which are recorded
from the three different treadmill speeds 1.0 km/h, 1.5 km/h and 2.0 km/h in the
first experiment. Fig. 6.4.A.(a) shows the gait periods that are detected by the
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FSM gait period detector under the speed 1.0 km/h. It is observed that the FSM
gait period detector can effectively detect each gait period. Moreover, it depicts
the sequential transition behaviour of gait periods in increasing order. However,
some variations exist for the transition timings of different gait periods in par-
ticular from mid stance to late stance and then to early swing. Fig. 6.4.A.(b)
and Fig. 6.4.A.(c) represent the joint angles and GRFs respectively. They indi-
cate that data are periodic with minor cycle-to-cycle variations. In addition, the
hip trajectory is not very smooth, especially during periods with the addition of
assistive torque. This is mainly attributed to compliance of the attachment be-
tween the subject and the device. In other words, the subject is mostly pushing
the device during these periods in the absence of assistive torques. This situa-
tion is reversed when the assistive torques are present. Fig. 6.4.A.(d) shows the
assistive torques provided by the device to the hip and knee joint. The assistive
torques are continuous and smooth. It is evident in this figure that the device can
generate appropriate flexion and extension torques at the hip based on the gait
period detector. Peak flexion and extension assistive torques of the hip average
about 10 Nm and 8 Nm respectively. These correspond to 19.4% and 15.8% of
the respective peak hip flexion and extension torque of the subject during normal
level walking based on the subject’s weight and CGA data. It is also possible
to observe the assistive extension torque for the knee joint in stance phase since
knee needs to be fully extended for weight bearing in this phase. No knee flexion
torque is observed in early swing since combination of hip flexion moment and
shank inertia is able to flex knee joint sufficiently to clear foot. The generated
assistive torques for hip and knee joint are consistent with the results from human
normal walking [92]. As for the effects of variant transition timings between gait
periods on assistive torques, we can see that they only affect the assistive torque
peak values and do not change the overall patterns. In other words, they only
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affect assistance levels. From the subject’s perspective, the subject still feels as-
sistance. This robustness is mainly attributed to the designed impedance-based
controller and torque smoothing function.
Fig. 6.4.B and Fig. 6.4.C show similar results in joint angles and joint assistive
torques under the treadmill speed 1.5 km/h and 2.0 km/h as long as the FSM
gait period detector succeed to detect all gait periods. However, it is possible to
notice that the FSM gait period detector fails to detect certain key gait period
when walking speed increases. Misdetections mainly occur in late stance and mid
swing (See Fig. 6.4.B.(b) and Fig. 6.4.C.(b)). When late stance is missing, the gait
period detector assumes it to be still in mid stance. It is observed that hip flexion
torque disappears and knee extension torque increases, but the device does not
hinder the intended motions of the subject. In the other case, mid swing is missing
and the gait period detector assumes it to be still in early swing. Hip extension
torque is only slightly changed which does not affect the hip movement. However,
knee flexion torque increases significantly and its effect extends to late swing in
which knee should be prepared to extend. This is not expected since the subject
may experience some difficulty in extending the knee joint in actual late swing
period. For the above two trials, the misdetections happen primarily because the
GMM classifier is trained under a constant speed of 1km/h (See Section 6.3.1).
In fact, this is one disadvantage of GMM classifier. The performance of GMM
classifier depends on its training process, and usually this process is quite tedious.
To overcome this weakness, the FSM gait period detector can be based on other
classifiers such as fuzzy logic [90, 123] to further improve its robustness.
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A.Treadmill Speed 1 km/h
B.Treadmill Speed 1.5 km/h
C.Treadmill Speed 2 km/h
Figure 6.4: REAL Three samples of 20 seconds gait assistance results from one
subject under different treadmill speeds of 1 km/h, 1.5 km/h and 2 km/h
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Figure 6.5: Experimental results from HAL 5 for comparison [91]
The above results indicate that the functional gait assistance can be effectively
provided in the intended gait motion as long as the FSM gait period detector can
detect all six gait periods even with some variations in transition timings. Com-
pared to the most recent results (shown in Fig. 6.5) from HAL 5 [91], the proposed
approach has significantly improved the smoothness of the gait assistance, espe-
cially transiting from swing phase to stance phase. Additionally, the assistance is
not generated based on predefined walking pattern as HAL 5 so leaves users free
to use their preferred one. Both of these would help improve the comfortability
of the subject.
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Fig. 6.6 shows the mean and the standard deviations within ±1 intervals of the
joint trajectories and assistive joint torques among all the gait cycles for all five
healthy subjects. It shows that the joint trajectories for all subjects are consis-
tent, overall as is the case in normal walking gait pattern [131]. The hip angle
profile is characterized by a general extension side angle around 20 degrees and
flexion side angle 0 to 10 degrees. The flexion knee angle reaches around 50 de-
grees. For Subject 2 and 5, the knee joint attains larger negative angles. This
is mainly due to the joint angle initialization and the compliance between the
subject and the device. For joint torques, the assistance provided at the joints is
synchronous with the gait cycle of each subject. The assistive hip flexion torque
that corresponds to late stance and early swing period, and assistive hip extension
torque at late swing and early stance period are observed for all the participants.
Assistive knee extension torque is observed at the late stance period, and low as-
sistive knee flexion torque at early swing for Subject 5. The above results indicate
that the device is capable of providing functional task based gait assistance in the
intended gait motion for different subjects.
Next, the effectiveness of the functional task gait assistance in reducing human
physical efforts is analyzed. Heart rates are accurate estimates of energy con-
sumption during steady-state sub-maximal work in normal and disabled adults [132].
It has been used as a physiological parameter to determine physical effort during
robotic gait training [133, 134].
Fig. 6.7 shows the heart rate values of all participants during 15 minutes of
different trial configurations. The boxplots in this figure correspond to the last
10 minutes of these trials. The first 5 minutes in these plots are discarded to
eliminate the contingent transient effects. The heart rate results obtained from
Subject 3 are inconclusive across the three walking trials as they are all statistically
similar. For other subjects, the heart rate results show a significant difference.
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Figure 6.6: REAL Average joint trajectories and assistive torques among all
gait cycles for five healthy subjects. The top plots show the hip (blue) and knee
(red) angles, and the bottom plots show the hip (blue) and knee (red) assistive
torques. All plots show ±1 standard deviations in lighter colored bands
In particular, heart rates under unassisted trial are significantly higher (p < 0.05)
than those under the free walking trial. This indicates the need for more physical
efforts when the device is used. This is not unexpected, since the device adds ad-
ditional weight to the leg. In fact, the net metabolic rate during walking increases
with leg-load magnitude and more distal leg-load location [135]. The heart rate
under assisted trial is lower (p < 0.05) than the heart rates under the unassisted
trial. This indicates that the subjects benefit from the proposed functional gait
assistance controller during level walking.
When comparing the heart rates under assisted trial and the free walking trial,
heart rate of Subject 1 under assisted trial is lower (p < 0.05) than the heart rate
under free walking trial. This differs from other subjects whose heart rates under
both trials are statistically similar. The result from Subject 1 indicates that the
assistance provided by the device is able to offset the detrimental effects of walking
with it. For others, the assistance provided by the proposed controller is shown
to be able to assist in the walking task. However, the assistance is insufficient
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Figure 6.7: REAL Boxplots of heart rate values from five healthy subjects. The
healthy subject’s heart rate was measured under four conditions: resting (R), free
walking (F), unassisted (U) and assisted (A)
to completely compensate for the negative effects induced by the weight addi-
tion of the device to the subject’s leg on walking. Although the energy exertion
and physical efforts are similar to free walking, subjects with weaken muscles or
gait disorders may still benefit from the functional task gait assistance to walk
normally.
Additionally, all the participants admit apparent feeling of assistance to their
limb during their walks in the assisted trial. This supports the claim that the
main advantage of this method is to allow the user to actively control the device
while being smoothly assisted. Therefore, it shows the potential for use in daily
gait assistance of home-based lower extremity assistive device.
6.4.2 Limitations of the Study
There are some limitations associated with this study. Firstly, present sub-
ject’s joint angles are measured by the actuator encoders. It is apparent that
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the measurements cannot be very accurate due to considerable compliance be-
tween the attachment and the subject. This explains the presence of variations
in the joint profiles compared to well-known free-walking condition [131]. More-
over, kinematics from free walking for comparisons cannot be obtained due to
the same limitation. Advanced gait analysis system using video analysis soft-
ware can be used in the future to measure accurate kinematic and kinetic data.
Secondly, the constant speed of 1 km/h that is used for all subjects throughout
the second experiments is well below the average normal walking speed of around
5.0 km/h [136]. Free walking with speeds less than the individual preferred walk-
ing speed lead to higher energy consumption [137]. Therefore, experiments under
varying walking speeds are necessary to further study human physical effort. In
addition, it is possible to adjust the assistance level under each gait period by
tuning the impedance property in that specific gait period. However, the same
sets of impedance parameters are used in all trials. Furthermore, the gait pattern
for impaired persons differs from that of unimpaired subjects. More studies are
mandatory to determine the effect of gait of the impaired persons on the per-
formance of the gait period detector and the assistance controller. Overall, the
control architecture and its preliminary evaluation presented in this study can
serve as a framework for the development of home-based lower extremity assistive
device.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a novel functional task-based gait assistance control ar-
chitecture along with its preliminary evaluation on the developed single-leg lower
extremity assistive device for level walking on a treadmill. The proposed control
architecture is intuitive. Using a FSM-based gait period detector, it is able to
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detect the six major gait periods. After which it provides functional task-based
hip and knee assistance at each detected gait period, which is found to be consis-
tent with the functionality requirements of that specific gait period. An essential
feature of the present approach is that the assistive device can be fully controlled
by its user. Experimental results with healthy participants confirm that it is a
feasible and improved approach for providing smoother gait assistance to the sub-
jects and aiding in achieving normal gait patterns. Additionally, it could also help
in decreasing human physical efforts required as long as the device can be more
lightweight. It is our expectation that the proposed control architecture could be
used in daily gait assistance among impaired and stroke affected individuals in the
future.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis elaborated on a low-cost, lightweight and wearable lower extremity
assistive device developed for gait training and gait assistance at home for stroke
patients. In particular, this thesis concentrated on trying three different control
strategies aimed at different stages of gait rehabilitation on the assistive device.
Preliminarily studies were conducted to evaluate these strategies on healthy sub-
jects. It was expected that the control methodologies elaborated in this thesis
could be applied to actual stroke patients for gait rehabilitation training and gait
assistance in the future.
For stroke patients who are in the early rehabilitation stage, position-based gait
trajectory tracking control is still pertinent to gait training. This thesis applied a
FAT-based adaptive gait trajectory tracking control algorithm. It was found that
proper hip and knee joint tracking trajectory performance could be achieved both
in simulation and physical implementation on a healthy subject. Compared with
the conventional PD computed torque controller, this algorithm used does not
require any knowledge of the system model. In comparison with other adaptive
controllers, it does not require acceleration feedback and regressor matrix deriva-
tion and computation. These advantages make this adaptive controller easy to
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implement in real world applications and it also saves computation time.
The above control algorithm makes those stroke patients who have some vol-
untary motor control capabilities feel rigid and uncomfortable. In an effort to
improve their active involvement and promote motor learning during gait train-
ing, a functional task-based impedance control algorithm based on virtual gait
period sequence was developed. For this controller, functional task-specific as-
sistive torques for hip and knee joints could be generated according to a preset
virtual gait period sequence. Through experimentation on healthy subjects, it
was found that the assistive joint torques could be properly produced and a nor-
mal gait pattern could be achieved. The assistance levels could be easily adjusted
for the entire gait cycle or for a specific sub-virtual gait period. Thus it could be
customized for each individual. The importance of this controller is that differ-
ent levels of compliance can be achieved between the users and the device. This
means that it can be applied for patients with different levels stroke severities.
Lastly, this thesis introduced an autonomous controller to provide functional
task assistance based on a FSM-based gait period detector. The control archi-
tecture used is intuitive. Firstly, it detects the six major gait periods using a
FSM-based gait period detector. Next, it provides adequate functional hip and
knee assistance at each detected gait period, which was found to be consistent
with the functionality requirements of that specific gait period. A crucial aspect
of the approach used is its potential to increase the motivation of the patient
as it could be entirely controlled by its user. The results from healthy subject
experiments revealed that it could effectively provide smooth assistance to the
subject and help to achieve normal gait patterns. Moreover, it may also help to
reduce human physical efforts as long as the device can be more lightweight. The
significance of this controller is that it could be potentially applied in daily gait
assistance for impaired persons in the future.
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It is important to acknowledge that this study only carried out preliminary
evaluations on a few healthy subjects. No actual stroke patient experiments were
performed. This is mainly because the current research project did not apply for
funds to perform patient experiments. While the proposed control strategies were
shown to be effective on healthy subjects, further studies need to be carried out to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods on actual stroke patients. Pilot
trials on actual stroke subjects need to be performed in the future. Additionally,
experimental and evaluation protocols for stroke patients also need to be carefully
designed. Another limitation for the proposed controllers is that the assistance
levels had to be manually adjusted. Future research should attempt to develop
some algorithms, which could adaptively modulate the assistance levels based on
the user’s real-time requirements.
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Dynamics Model Derivation using Euler-Lagrange Approach
The dynamics model of this two link limb-device system in the joint space has
the following form
D(θ)θ¨ + C(θ, θ˙)θ˙ +G(θ) = τ + τh
where D(θ) ∈ R2×2 represents the joint-space inertia matrix, C(θ, θ˙) ∈ R2×2
denotes the Centripetal and Coriolis matrix, and G(θ) ∈ R2 represents the gravi-
tational components. D(θ), C(θ, θ˙) and G(θ) matrices are required to be found.
From Fig. 4.1 in Section 4.2, the positions of the two mass link can be described









x2 = L1 cos θ1 +
1
2
L2 cos(θ1 + θ2)
y2 = L1 sin θ1 +
1
2
L2 sin(θ1 + θ2)








x˙2 = −L1 sin(θ1)θ˙1 − 1
2
L2 sin(θ1 + θ2)(θ˙1 + θ˙2)
y˙2 = L1 cos(θ1)θ˙1 +
1
2
L2 cos(θ1 + θ2)(θ˙1 + θ˙2)
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From above equation, D(θ) matrix can be obtained as follows
D(θ) =

































































C11 = C111θ˙1 + C211θ˙2 = −1
2
m2L1L2 sin θ2θ˙2




C12 = C121θ˙1 + C221θ˙2 = −1
2
L1L2 sin θ2(θ˙1 + θ˙2)
C22 = C122θ˙1 + C222θ˙2 = 0
C(θ, θ˙) =
−12m2L1L2 sin θ2θ˙2 −12L1L2 sin θ2(θ˙1 + θ˙2)1
2
m2L1L2 sin θ2θ˙1 0

The potential energy is
P = −1
2
m1gL1 cos θ1 −m2g
[
L1 cos θ1 +
1
2
L2 cos(θ1 + θ2)
]









(12m1gL1 +m2gL1) sin θ1 + 12m2gL2 sin(θ1 + θ2)1
2
m2gL2 sin(θ1 + θ2)

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